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Preface
This document contains the specifications for the Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol.
The Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol is the new transmission format for the HF link
introduced with the Mk4 buoys. The specification of the Datawell Waverider Transmission
Protocol also comprises the specification of the Datawell Message Format as used for the
Argos, Iridium and GSM/SMS communication in the DWR MkIII, WR-SG and DWR-G buoys.
The Datawell Message Format specified in this document, is an extension of the version used in
the aforementioned buoys and communication options.
The specifications are intended to be used to write a software library and be used as the base for
the Mk4 Reference Manual. The software library is used in the firmware buoy, and inside the
Waves4 suite. The library will also be provided, free of charge, to our customers. This will help
them to decode the data received from the buoy into data structures in the C programming
language.
The current revision of this document focuses on the GPS-DWR4 and DWR4, since that will be
the first types of Mk4 buoys to be developed.
This document is intended for writing low-level decoding tools – either writing them or using
the library’s routines – not for using the files generated by the Waves4 suite. The format of the
CSV files generated is based on this document and is described in [CSV].

Structure of this document
The document contains the following chapters:
1. The generic conventions used in this document.
2. The specifications of the Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol and the
specifications of the file formats used the store the data.
3. The specifications of the Datawell Message Format and the HF link header.
4. The specifications of all messages defined in the Datawell Message Format.
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1 Conventions
In order to properly read and maintain these specifications some conventions are used. This
chapter explains the conventions used.

1.1

Naming conventions

The names of the new buoys are:
DWR4
The successor of the DWR MkIII.
GPS-DWR4
The successor of the DWR-G.
Mk4
The combination of DWR4 and GPS-DWR4.
MkIII
The combination of DWR MkIII, DWR-G and WR-SG.
Next to the names of the buoys some other names are used, below is a mini-glossary explaining
some of the terms which might be unclear:
nibble
A group of four bits.
byte
A group of eight bits.
NaN
Not a Number; a value which can not be represented. This value is used in the
data format and can either mean the sensor measured a value out of bounds, or the
measurement failed.
The next list shows some common abbreviations used in this document:
DWTP
DMF
PSD
HVA
BVA

1.2

Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol
Datawell Message Format
Power Spectral Density
Hexadecimal Vector A
Binary Vector A

Field conventions

The protocol defines multiple messages and every message contains multiple fields. These
fields are written in the text with a different font face to recognise whether the text refers to a
field or not. An example of a field used in the text “The Hs is the significant wave height, Hs.”
The first instance of Hs is a field, the second refers to the oceanographic parameter.

1.2.1 Units
The values of the fields are using SI units.
In some cases the usage of SI units is awkward, for example most people do not use
temperatures in Kelvin. The sections below define some unit groups and the formulae to convert
these units in more commonly used units. The unit groups are listed in alphabetic order.

1.2.1.1 Acceleration
The accelerations are used for the offsets of the accelerometer.
For acceleration no alternatives are available.
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1.2.1.2 Dimensionless
Some values will not have a dimension since its measurement results in a dimensionless value.
This type should not be confused with values with no dimension; the latter are values that can
not have a dimension like checksums, and version numbers.

1.2.1.3 Direction
Directions are used for the directions of the waves and the water current.
For directions the following alternatives are available:
x rad = x ⋅

180°

(1)

π

1.2.1.4 Duration
The durations, like periods are in seconds. However these are values that often contain larger
values like days, weeks, months or even years. Since months and years have no fixed duration
conversion functions for these values are not presented. Since time calculations do not take the
leapsecond in account a day has a fixed number of seconds.
For durations the following alternatives are available:
x
hour
xs =
3600
x
x
day
day =
=
86400
3600 ⋅ 24
x
x
week =
week
=
604800
3600 ⋅ 24 ⋅ 7

(2)

1.2.1.5 Energy
Amounts of energy are used to determine the amount of energy stored in the batteries, retrieved
from the solar panel and the amount used in the buoy.
For the amounts of energy the following alternatives are available:
x
Wh = 2.7 ⋅ 10 4 Wh
xJ =
3000

(3)

1.2.1.6 GPS position
The GPS position is used to determine positions of the buoy.
For GPS position the following alternatives are available:
180°
x rad = x ⋅
π

(4)

1.2.1.7 Height
The heights are used for the heights of the waves.
For the heights the following alternatives are available:
xm =

x
ft
0.3048

1.2.1.8 Magnetic flux density
The magnetic flux density is used for checkvalues for the compass.
10

(5)

For the magnetic flux density no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.9 Percentage
For percentages no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.10 Period
Periods are in seconds and are used to describe periods in the sea-state.
For periods no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.11 Power spectral density
The power spectral density is used to describe the amounts of energy in the waves.
For the power spectral density no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.12 RSSI
The RSSI is used to determine the amplification factor used by the transducers of the acoustic
current meter.
For the RSSI no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.13 Speed
The speeds are used to determine the speed of the water current.
For the speed the following alternatives are available:
x

m
=
s

3600 ⋅ x
knot ≈ 1.943844 knot
1852

(6)

1.2.1.14 SNR
The SNR is used for the signal to noise ratio in receivers.
For the SNR no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.15 Temperature
The temperature is used to determine the temperature in various parts of the buoy and its
environment.
For the temperature the following alternatives are available:
x K = x + 273.15 °C
5
= (x + 459.67) °F
9

(7)

1.2.1.16 Timestamp
Timestamps represent the number of seconds since January first 1970 at midnight.
For the timestamp no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.17 Voltage
The voltage is used for voltages in the buoy.
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For the voltage no alternatives are available.

1.2.1.18 Frequency
The frequency is used for frequencies in the buoy.
For the frequency no alternatives are available.

1.2.2 Directions
The directions used in this document are using the geographic convention: North = 0, East = π/2
(90°).
The north direction means the magnetic north.
The direction for the wind and the waves is the direction where they travel from. The direction
for the water current is the direction the water particles are travelling to.

1.2.3 Extracting the field data
The data transmitted in the protocol is regarded as an array of bytes. The bytes in these arrays
are numbered according to their offset from the beginning of the array. This means an array of 4
bytes has offsets: 0, 1, 2 and 3.
In several cases a field consists of multiple bytes and is split. The bits in the byte are mentioned
as well. These bits are also shown as an offset and thus start at zero. So one byte has eight bits,
with offsets 0 to 7. Bit 0 is the right most bit also known as the least significant bit. A byte can
also be split into two nibbles where bits [0, 3] form the low nibble and bits [4, 7] form the high
nibble. Table 1 shows the convention in a graphical way.
These fields are then shown in a table, like for example Table 2. This table shows a message of
102 bytes and with fields: Field1, Data0, Data1, …, Data98, and Data99. There are a few
conventions used as listed below:
• In curly braces {} the closed range of the bits of the field stored in the byte or nibble.
• Between square brackets [] the values of the bits of the field are shown. The possible
values are:
0 The bit is always clear (value 0).
1 The bit is always set (value 1).
? The value of the bit is either 0 or 1, its meaning described by the field where it is
defined.
• An ellipse … is used to omit repeating items, this is done to reduce the size of the table. In
this case only one field is repeated, but it can also be several fields.
• When an odd number of nibbles is used in a message there will be an extra nibble to make
the data an even number of nibbles and thus a whole number of bytes. This extra nibble is
called Padding and has a bit pattern of [0000]. Most of the time the padding will be added
at the end of the message, but in our example in Table 2 it was placed in the middle so the
repeating 100 Data fields were stored in a single byte instead of two nibbles in different
bytes. This makes encoding and decoding the message easier.
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Table 1. Shows how the bytes, nibbles and bits are stored
in a field that uses two bytes. This method of numbering
also applies to fields with more bytes.
Byte 0
Byte 0 high nibble
Byte 0 low nibble
Bit 15 Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 Bit 11 Bit 10 Bit 9 Bit 8
Byte 1
Byte 1 high nibble
Byte 1 low nibble
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Table 2. An example of a table as
used in this document.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
Field1 {11..4}
1
Field1 {3..0} Padding [0000]
2
Data0 {7..0}
3
Data1 {7..0}
…
…
100
Data98 {7..0}
101
Data99 {7..0}
When explaining a field, the meaning of a field, its range, resolution, coding and NaN value are
specified. For ranges the common range conventions are used; round brackets () define an open
range, square brackets [] define a closed range. For example [1, 10] means the numbers from,
and including, 1 to, and including, 10. This range can also be written as [1, 11), (0, 10] and (0,
11).
Most fields contain a value that represents a number, in order to get the number the bits in the
field need to be put in the proper position. Figure 1 shows an example of how to extract the data
from Field1 in a variable named field_1. It also assumes the data is stored in an array named
buffer.
unsigned field_1 =
(buffer[0] << 4)
| (buffer[1] >> 4);
Figure 1. Extracting Field1
from a message buffer.
Once the value is extracted it often is not the real value of the field but a temporary value. The
real value can be calculated with a formula given. In this formula there will be a u or an i used.
This letter is the placeholder for the temporary value just extracted. When the letter u is used the
temporary value is used as an unsigned number, when the letter i is used the temporary value is
used as a signed number.
When the number is a signed number, it needs to be converted from unsigned to signed using
the two’s complement system. This means the value of the bit with the greatest offset needs to
be copied into the higher bits of the value. For example if we want to use our 12-bit Field1 in a
32-bit signed integer we need to copy the value of bit 11 into bits 12 to 31.
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1.2.4 Encoding and decoding of the extracted field data
In the Datawell Message Format, used for the HF link, several encoding methods and mappings
are used. This section lists the encodings and mappings used. In order to turn the data sent form
the buoy into usable data the decoding function (fdec) needs to be used. Inside the buoy the
encoding function (fenc) is used. The naming of the functions, listed in the sections below, refers
to the decoding method used.
In the encoding functions the i and u are either in the set of real numbers or integers. In the
decoding functions the i and u are in the set of integers. The encoding function may result in a
non-integer result, in that case the number needs to be rounded to an integer. The rounding is
method used is round half up also known as round to positive infinitive. Table 3 shows the
effect of the rounding for several values and Figure 2 shows some sample C code to do the
rounding.
Table 3. The rounding
results of round half up.
Value Rounded
0.6
1
0.5
1
0.4
0
-0.4
0
-0.5
0
-0.6
-1
int rounded_value =
floor(value + 0.5);
Figure 2. C code implementing
half round up.

1.2.4.1 Unsigned linear
This format has the following properties:
• With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
• This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible number with the number of bits
in the field.
The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
x − b
x → u = f enc (x ) = 

 a 
u → x = f dec (u) = a ⋅ u + b

a can be any value except 0.
b can be any value including 0.
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(8)
(9)

1.2.4.2 Signed linear
This format has the following properties:
• With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
• This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible negative number with the
number of bits in the field.
The value of the field can be described with the formulae:
 x − b
x → i = f enc (x ) = 

 a 
i → x = f dec (i ) = a ⋅ i + b

(10)
(11)

a must be a positive value.
b can be any value including 0.

1.2.4.3 Hyperbolic sine
This format has the following properties:
• With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
• This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible negative number with the
number of bits in the field.
The value of the field can be described with the formulae:

2 

  x   
 x








 a

 a  
x → i = f enc (x ) = b ⋅ ln    + 1 +     

 b
b

 


 



 





 i 
i → x = f dec (i ) = a ⋅  b ⋅ sinh   
 b 


(12)

(13)

a must be a positive value.
b must be a positive value.
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1.2.4.4 Exponential
This format has the following properties:
• With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
• This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible number with the number of bits
in the field.
The value of the field can be described with the formula:


 x  umax
  

x → u = f enc (x) = b ⋅ ln 1 +  ⋅  e b − 1  
  

a 


  




(14)

u

u → x = f dec (u) = a

eb − 1
umax
e b

−1
a can be any value excluding 0.
b must be a positive value.
umax is largest possible number with the number of bits in the field minus two1.

1.2.4.5Lookup table
This format has the following properties:
• With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
• Bit 0 is the least significant bit.
• This format has a NaN value, which is the largest possible unsigned number with the
number of bits in the field.
• The value in the field is an unsigned number.
• The value of the field is the index in a lookup table. The lookup table is listed to explain the
meaning of the value in the field.

1.2.4.6 Bitfield
This format has the following properties:
•
•
•
•

With this format the highest nibble of the field is stored first.
A bitfield is a field, which has some status flags.
Every bit has its own meaning and will be explained where the field is used.
The field is always a multiple of nibbles and unused nibbles are set to zero.

1.2.4.7 String
This format has the following properties:
•
•
•
•

1
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A string field contains a fixed number of bytes used to store characters.
The order of the bytes in the message is the order of the characters in the string.
Every byte is one ASCII character.
If the field is longer than the number of characters used the unused bytes in the field are set
to the NUL (ASCII code 0) character. This means that a string shorter than the field is NUL
terminated and a string as long as the field is not NUL terminated.

One would expect minus one, but it is minus two since the highest value is reserved as the NaN value.

(15)

1.3

Document version number

This document has a version number consisting of three parts, separated by a dot. The parts are
called major, minor and patch. When a new version of the document is created one number is
incremented. The number incremented indicates how compatible the new specifications are with
the previous version.
patch
When this number increments there are only textual corrections and extensions,
but the specifications itself do not change. This also means there is no need to modify
the software.
minor
When this number increments the patch number is set to zero. Increasing this
number indicates the library is still backwards compatible and can work without
modifications, but will not use all features. The firmware in the buoy will change. For
example:
• A new option is added to an option list. For example a new receiver is added to the
GPS receiver model list in Table 36 will not affect the software. It will not be
able to show a name for the new type, but that is not a big issue.
• A new packet is defined. The software will not be able to decode the new message
but will still work as expected for the older messages.
• An existing packet is retired. If Datawell, for example, decides to no longer install a
sea surface temperature sensor the sea surface temperature message will no longer
be sent. In that case the software will still function, but it will just no longer receive
the packet for the sea surface temperature.
major
Both the minor and patch number are set to zero. Increasing this number means
both the library and the firmware in the buoy need to be modified. Once defined, a
message can no longer be modified. So when for example a new field needs to be added
to a message a new message will be defined, now including the new field and the old
message will no longer be used (deprecated first and retired after a certain transition
period). This is not the same as a retirement and an addition, since the buoy will still
provide the data, but it is found at another place. In this case the software needs to
decode the new message in order to process the data.
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2 Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol
The Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol was created for the Mk4 buoys. Like the
previous generation it uses a vector format which contains two parts:
1. The real time data, for the displacements.
2. The packet data (Oceanographic data and buoy status information).
Differences are:
Real-time data:
• Contains two displacement samples per vector (MkIII: one sample per vector).
• The effective resolution is millimetres (MkIII: centimetres).
• The data encoding employs the hyperbolic sine encoding as defined in section 1.2.4.3
(MkIII: linear encoding).
• The parity data is no longer stored along with the real-time data.
• This channel has a separate transmission status flag (MkIII: one flag for both channels).
Packet data:
• The data no longer has a fixed format (the system file), but a flexible packet based format.
This makes it easier to define new messages and transmit them.
• Buoys only transmit those messages that are actually measured. (MkIII: a buoy without a
sea surface temperature sensor would still transmit a dummy sea surface temperature).
• The packet channel has a separate error correction code (MkIII: data integrity is aimed at
through eightfold redundancy). As a consequence, the packets need to be transmitted less
often.
• The data in a message is stored in a multiple of nibbles. (MkIII: also ten bit fields are
possible, these are no longer used and their size has been increased to twelve bits, three
nibbles).
• The data in a message is stored in a contiguous set of nibbles. (MkIII: occasionally a
parameter was stored in non-adjacent bits).
• This channel has a separate transmission status flag (MkIII: one flag for both channels).
The data is stored in either hexadecimal or binary format, and the corresponding names are
Hexadecimal Vector A and Binary Vector A. The A refers to the transmission format 4FSK-A, a
specific implementation along which other, future, implementations are possible. The files are
stored with the extensions hva, for the Hexadecimal Vector A format and bva for the Binary
Vector A format.

2.1

Hexadecimal Vector A

The hexadecimal vector format is the RX-C receiver output format. It is also stored in a hva-file
which stores the data in the same format as sent by the RX-C receiver.
The hexadecimal vector contains 31 bytes as explained in Table 4.
Table 4. The bytes in a binary vector.
Byte 0 1 2 3 4 … 21 22 23 24 … 29 30
Type S S , s R … R ,
s
P … P CR
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SS

,
s

R…R
P…P
CR

Two hexadecimal characters, containing the sequence number. The sequence
number is a counter which goes from 0 to 255 and then restarts again at 0. The
sequence number is used to test whether no data is lost over the serial connection.
(A network has a better communication protocol, which should avoid the loss of
data.)
The comma character (ASCII code 44).
Status flag. The flag has one of the following values:
- The channel is received properly (ASCII code 45).
= The channel is damaged but has been repaired successfully (ASCII code 60).
! The channel is damaged beyond repair and the data should be discarded
(ASCII code 33).
Real time data, which is explained further in section 2.1.1.
Packet data, which is explained further in section 2.1.2.
The carriage return character (ASCII code 13).

Once the data is separated in real time data and packet data the data can be processed further.
The sections below will explain this process in more detail.

2.1.1 Decoding the real time data to displacements
The real time data contains two sets of displacements (heave, north, west) which are stored as
shown in Table 5. The first set (with index 0) is the measured before the second one.
Table 5. The real time data format.
Byte HiNibble LoNibble
0
h0 {11..4}
1
h0 {3..0} n0 {11..8}
2
n0 {7..0}
3
w0 {11..4}
4
w0 {3..0} h1 {11..8}
5
h1 {7..0}
6
n1 {11..4}
7
n1 {3..0} w1 {11..8}
8
w1 {7..0}
All fields in Table 5 represent a displacement value. Table 6 explains which displacement a
field represents. All displacements have the same range and encoding. The displacement can be
calculated using the following formula:

 i 
Displacement =  0.457 ⋅ sinh 
  ⋅ m
 457  

Range
[-20.011, 20.011] m
Resolution
[±0.001, ±0.044] m
Coding
Hyperbolic sine
· a = 0.001
· b = 457
NaN
i = -2048
Remark
The values for i in the range (-2048, -2045] and [2045, 2048) are not used.

(16)

The NaN values are used in the following situations:
• When the buoy starts. Unlike the MkIII buoys the Mk4 will no longer send random data,
but send NaN values when there are not enough measurements to determine the
displacement.
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• When the buoy measures accelerations greater than 1 g (which can happen if a breaking
wave hits the buoy).
• When the reparation of a gap fails (GPS-DWR4 only).
• When the internal sample buffer has a data underflow or a data overflow. (This should not
happen.)
Table 6. The description of the fields used
in the real time data format.
Field Description
The heave displacement stored in the first vector.
h0
The northern displacement stored in the first vector.
n0
w0 The western displacement stored in the first vector.
The heave displacement stored in the second vector.
h1
The northern displacement stored in the second vector.
n1
w1 The western displacement stored in the second vector.

2.1.2 Decoding the packet data to messages
Every vector has three bytes of packet data. This data is not a vector orientated format but a
packet based format, which is stored over several vectors. In order to decode the packet data it is
required to make an array of the packet data of several vectors. A packet is a sequence of bytes
between bytes containing the value 0x7E. This number 0x7E is not present in the packets itself
so when two bytes with 0x7E are found, the data in between is the packet. A zero sized packet is
valid, this normally only occurs directly after the buoy started, since at that moment it will not
have data ready for transmission.
The packet needs to be decoded to a message, by removing the escape sequences. The decode
process means searching for bytes with the value 0x7D if found this byte needs to be removed
from the data and the byte after it needs to be xor-ed with 0x20. After the xor operation the byte
should contain 0x7D or 0x7E, since these are the only two values that are escaped.
In the example below the decoding process is shown. In Table 7 there is a sample of 11 bytes.
Offset 0 contains the last byte of a previous packet and offset 9 is the first byte of a new packet.
The bytes at offset 2 to 7 contain a packet, these bytes are shown separately in Table 8. In Table
8 offsets 0 and 2 contain the escape character 0x7D. This means the byte at offset 1 becomes
0x5D xor 0x20 = 0x7D and the byte at offset 3 becomes 0x5E xor 0x20 = 0x7E. The result after
this decode step is shown in Table 9. This is the final (and original) message form encoded and
decoded over the packet channel. This message is a message in the Datawell Message Format
and is defined in chapter 3.
Table 7. An array of bytes which contains one complete packet and two partial packets.
Byte 0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Value 0x00 0x7E 0x7D 0x5E 0x7D 0x5D 0x07 0xDB 0x7E 0x8A 0x4F
Table 8. An array of bytes which contains the complete
packet which was found in Table 7 without
the end of packet markers (0x7E).
Byte 0
1
2
3
4
5
Value 0x7D 0x5E 0x7D 0x5D 0x07 0xDB
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Table 9. An array of bytes which
contains the packet which was
shown in Table 8 with the escape
characters (0x7D) unescaped.
Byte 0
1
2
3
Value 0x7E 0x7D 0x07 0xDB

2.2

Binary Vector A

The binary vector is used to store the data on the logger and in order to preserve space on the
logger the data is stored in a binary format instead of an ASCII format. This reduces the size of
the vector from 31 to 12 bytes.
Table 10. The bytes
in a binary vector.
Byte 0 … 8 9 10 11
Type R … R P P P
Since the data on the logger can not have transport damage there is no status flag and no
sequence number is added. In order to use the data, the easiest solution is to convert the binary
data format to the hexadecimal data format.
The conversion from a binary vector to a hexadecimal vector is rather straight forward:
•
•
•
•
•

Add a sequence number to the string incremented for every vector.
Add a comma (ASCII code 44) between the fields.
Set the status fields to - (ASCII code 45), indicating no error in the data.
Every byte in the binary vector needs to be converted to a two ASCII characters. The
conversion is simple; convert the value of the byte to its hexadecimal value.
Add a carriage return (ASCII code 13).

Below an example of the conversion; Table 11 contains a binary vector and Table 12 contains
the same vector as a hexadecimal vector.

Byte
Valu
e

0
0x1
1

1
0x2
2

Table 11. An example of a binary vector.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0x3 0x4 0x5 0x6 0x7 0x8 0x9
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9
0xA
A

10
0xB
B

11
0xC
C

Table 12. The hexadecimal version of the vector in Table 11.
Byte
0
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9
10
Value 0x00 0x00 ,
1 1 2 2 3
3
4
Byte
11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Value
4
5
5 6 6 7 7 8 8
9
Byte
21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Value
,
- A A B B C C 0x13
9

2.3

Send schedule HF messages

All messages, unless mentioned otherwise, are determined per thirty minutes and then
transmitted over the HF link. When all messages have been sent, the transmitter will start
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retransmitting messages. The duplicates can easily be detected since they have the same value in
their Timestamp as the previous transmission.
How often messages are retransmitted depends on the type of buoy and the options selected. A
heave only buoy, having no directional data (hence 309 + 459 = 768 bytes less to transmit
compared to a directional buoy), can retransmit the heave spectrum message more often.
All messages, unless mentioned otherwise, are transmitted by all buoys.
Since the format used to send messages is very flexible the system will not send a message if
there is no data for that message. For example the buoy tries to update GPS location every ten
minutes. If that fails, it will not send a new GPS location message. If the buoy is scheduled to
send the GPS location message it will send the last known position. This message is a duplicate
and can be detected by the old Timestamp value.

2.3.1 Behaviour upon setting the clock
When the buoy is first switched on, it is not aware of the current time and it will set its internal
clock to January first 1970. Then the buoy will try to get the proper date and time from the GPS
system. This means that after a certain period of time the clock will be reset. This affects the
send schedule. The buoy may send packets based on a smaller set of data or not send packets
due to lack of data. When the next thirty minute mark on the clock is reached (eg: 12:00 or
12:30) it may again send packets based on a smaller set of data. From that point on the buoy’s
packets are determined over the normal thirty minute interval starting on the full hour mark or
half hour mark.
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3 Datawell Message Format
The messages packeted in the Datawell Waverider Transmission Protocol were introduced in
the MkIII as a way to create compact messages for the Argos communication. The format is
used in the MkIII for the Argos, GSM/SMS and Iridium communication and will now be used
in the Mk4 for HF link as well.
First, the generic format of the Datawell Message Format will be discussed, next the details for
the HF link are shown.

3.1

Message structure

All messages share a common header. Since the bandwidth for satellite communication is
limited there was a need to save bandwidth, for example the Argos communication limits the
size of a message to 31 bytes. Therefore only 15 messages were allowed in the primary format.
If more than 15 messages would be needed, there was room for an extension format.

3.1.1 Primary format
The generic message structure for the first 15 messages is shown in Table 13.
Table 13. Format of the first 15 messages
Byte High Nibble
Low Nibble
0
MsgID
CRC-4 checksum
1
Data0
2
Data1
…
…
n-2
Datan-3
n-1
Datan-2
The MsgID is the identifier for the message. The value can directly be used as an unsigned
number. The MsgID identifies the message used and explains how the data of the message
needs to be decoded. The lookup table for the MsgID is defined in chapter 0.
Range
[0, 15)
Unit group
None
Remark
The value 15 is reserved for the expansion format.
The CRC-4 checksum is a checksum over the entire message, except the CRC-4 checksum
field itself.
The CRC-4 is a cyclic redundancy check, where the 4 indicates the number of bits in the CRC
checksum. Every message m can be considered as a string of n bits bj:
m = bn−1 bn−2 bn−3 … b1 b0

(17)

Where every bj is either 0 or 1. To this message m we add four bits that are zero:
m' = bn−1 bn−2 bn−3 … b1 b0 0 0 0 0

(18)

This bit string can be interpreted as a binary polynomial:
m' (x) = bn−1·xn+3 + bn−2·xn+2 + bn−3·xn+1 + … + b1·x5 + b0·x4

(19)
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Now the remainder r(x) is determined of m' (x) divided by a special polynomial, the CRC
generator, c(x):
c(x) = x4 + x + 1

(20)

The polynomial r(x) will have four binary coefficients:
r(x) = r3·x3 + r2·x2 + r1·x + r0

(21)

These are substituted for the zeros at the end of message m':
m'' = bn−1 bn−2 bn−3 … b1 b0 r3 r2 r1 r0

(22)

Consequently, m'' (x) mod c(x) = 0.
The Datawell messages include a 4-bit MsgID; when transmitted the order of bits is changed to:
m''' = bn−1 bn−2 bn−3 bn−4 r3 r2 r1 r0 bn−5 … b1 b0
In words; the fist byte of the transmitted message consists of one nibble for the MsgID, and one
nibble for the CRC-4 checksum; the rest of the message consists of the data bytes. After
reception, the message is rearranged by moving the second nibble to the end; the resulting bit
string is divided by c(x) and, if the remainder is zero, the message is considered correct.
For clarity the listing of a CRC-4 checksum c-routine is given in Figure 3.
/*This is the key table for CRC generator X^4+X+1*/
const unsigned char
keytable[16]={0,3,6,5,12,15,10,9,11,8,13,14,7,4,1,2};
/*This routine checks the crc of a message
The routine uses a precalculated table
<data> must point to the message to be checked
<n> is the number of bytes in the message
If returned crc=0, message is OK*/
unsigned char ChkCrcCode (unsigned short *data, unsigned n)
{
unsigned i
unsigned char crc=0;
for(i=0;i<n;i++)/*do for all bytes*/
{
crc=keytable[(crc^(data[i]>>4))&0x0f];
/*first nibble in byte*/
if(i>0) crc=keytable[(crc^data[i])&0x0f];
/*second nibble in byte*/
}
crc= (crc^data[0])&0x0f;
/*do second nibble of first byte last*/
return(crc);
}
Figure 3. Listing of c-code for CRC-4 checksum computation.
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(23)

The Datan is the data of the message. The meaning and length of the data depends on the
message and is explained in chapter 0.

3.1.2 Extension format
The extension format defines the messages 16 to 270 as shown as shown in Table 14.

Byte
0
1
2
3
…
n-2
n-1

Table 14. Format of messages 16 to 270.
High Nibble
Low Nibble
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
MsgID {7..0}
Data0
Data1
…
Datan-4
Datan-3

The MsgID is the identifier for the message. The value can directly be used as an unsigned
number. The MsgID identifies the message used and explains how the data of the message
needs to be decoded. The lookup table for the MsgID is defined in chapter 0.
Range
[0xF00, 0xFFF) = 3804 + [0, 255)
Unit group
None
Remark
The value 0xFFF is reserved for a future expansion. (The format for this
expansion is not yet determined.)
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Datan is explained in section 3.1.1.

3.2

HF link header

Since the HF link has a higher bandwidth than the other communication links the messages for
the HF link always use a MsgID greater than 15 and thus always use the extension format. The
HF link messages all share the same header which is shown in Table 15.
Table 15. The fixed header for the HF link messages
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0}
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is the timestamp at which the data acquisition for the message started. This is
an unsigned number representing the number of seconds elapsed after 1-1-1970 in UTC time,
excluding leap seconds.
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Range
Resolution
NaN
Remark

[0, 232-1) = [0, 4294967295)
1s
Timestamp = 232-1 = 4294967295
The range is about 136 years so in the year 2106 the timestamp will no longer
be able to store the time.
By ignoring the leap seconds every day is exactly 86400 seconds long, making
it easier to determine the proper date and time in UTC (including UTC’s leap
seconds). The only problem arises at the exact second the leap second is added.
For example the 30th of June 2012 at 23:59:60 will be decoded as the 1st of July
2012 at 00:00:00.

The Datastamp is an internal number used to identify the buoy, and based on the combination
of Hatch UID and Hull UID.
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4 Defined messages
Table 16 gives an overview of the messages defined for the Datawell Message Format. The
sections below will give the definitions of these messages.
Table 16. Overview of the defined Datawell Message Format messages
MsgID Description
Status Size
0xF20 Heave spectrum message
a
161
0xF21 Primary directional spectrum message
a
309
0xF22 Secondary directional spectrum message
r
459
0xF23 Spectrum synchronisation message
a
22
0xF24 Spectral parameters message
r
24
0xF25 Directional spectral parameters message
a
27
0xF26 Online upcross wave statistics message
a
25
0xF27 Low frequency heave spectrum message
a
??
0xF28 Secondary directional spectrum message
a
459
0xF29 Upcross wave height quantiles message
a
59
0xF2A Upcross wave period quantiles message
a
59
0xF80 GPS location message
a
14
0xF81 Sea surface temperature message
a
10
0xF82 Acoustic current meter message
a
29
0xF83 CAT4 air temperature message
a
19
0xFB0 DWR4 /ACM summary message
a
30
0xFC0 System message for the GPS-DWR4
a
63
0xFC1 System message for the DWR4
a
67
0xFC2 System message for the WR4
r
??
0xFC3 Battery life expectancy
a
9
0xFC4 CAT4 version information message
a
15
0xFE1 Communication option message configuration
a
12
0xFE2 Communication option message configuration request
a
10
0xFE3 Request logged message
a
14
Status has one of the following values:
a active; the message is still transmitted by new buoys.
d deprecated; the message is still transmitted by new buoys, but about to be retired. The
description of the message should mention whether or not there is a replacement
message and the timeframe for its retirement.
r retired; the message is not transmitted by new buoys. Older buoys in the field still can
transmit the message, so the software still needs to support the message.
Size is the size of the message in bytes.

4.1

Mk4 Argos message (0x5)

This message is a combination of three messages used in the DWR MkIII buoys.
The format for the Mk4 Argos message is shown in Table 17.
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Table 17. Format of the Mk4 Argos message
Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

0

MsgID1 [0101]

CRC-4 checksum1

1

Latitude {23..16}

2

Latitude {15..8}

3

Latitude {7..0}

4

Longitude {23..16}

5

Longitude {15..8}

6

Longitude {7..0}

7

Battery time remaining

8

Ov

Ox

9

Oy

Padding [0000]

10

MsgID2 [0110]

CRC-4 checksum2

Tw {11..4}

11
12

Tw {3..0}

Version [0001]

13

Month timestamp

14

Speed-2

15

Direction to-2

16

Speed-1

17

Direction to-1

18

Speed0

19

Direction to0

20

MsgID3 [0011]

CRC-4 checksum3

21

m0

22

TI

23

TE

24

T1

25

Tz

26

T3

27

Tc

28

Tdw

29

Tp

30

Rp

The MsgID1 is a MsgID as explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum1 is a CRC-4 checksum as explained in section 3.1.1.
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Remark

The checksum is calculated over bytes [0..9]

The Latitude is the latitude the location. The Latitude can be calculated using the following
formula:
i
⋅ π ⋅ rad
Latitude =
24
2 −1
i
=
⋅ 180°
24
2 −1
Range
[-π/2, π/2] rad
Resolution
π/(224-1) rad = π/16777215 rad ≈ 187.3·10-9 rad ~ 1.2 m
Unit group
GPS position
Coding
Signed linear
· a = π/(224-1) = π/16777215 ≈ 187.3·10-9
· b=0
NaN
i = -223 = -8388608
Remark
A positive value for the Latitude means the location is on the northern
hemisphere.
A negative value for the Latitude means the location is on the southern
hemisphere.
The decoder on the Argos website uses a slightly different format, which gives
the following minor differences:
· It has no NaN value so a NaN is decoded as 90° south.
· The divisor uses 224 instead of 224-1, giving a minor difference.
The Longitude is the longitude of the location. The Longitude can be calculated using the
following formula:
i
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
Longitude =
24
2 −1
i
=
⋅ 360°
24
2 −1
Range
[-π, π] rad
Resolution
2π/(224-1) rad = 2π/16777215 rad ≈ 374.5·10-9 rad ~ 2.4 m at the equator
Unit group
GPS position
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 2π/(224-1) = 2π/16777215 ≈ 374.5·10-9
· b=0
NaN
i = -223 = -8388608
Remark
A positive value for the Longitude means the location lies east of the Prime
Meridian.
A negative value for the Longitude means location lies west of the Prime
Meridian.
The decoder on the Argos website uses a slightly different format, which gives
the following minor differences:
· It has no NaN value so a NaN is decoded as 180° west.
· The divisor uses 224 instead of 224-1, giving a minor difference.

(24)

(25)
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The Battery time remaining is the estimated time until which the batteries are drained. The
Battery time remaining can be calculated using the following formula:
Battery time remaining = 3600 ⋅ 24 ⋅ 7 ⋅ u ⋅ s
=
604800 ⋅ u ⋅ s
Range
[0, 154224000) s = [0, 255) weeks
Resolution
604800 s = 1 week
Unit group
Duration
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 604800
· b=0
NaN
u = 255
Remark
This value does not take in account the energy delivered by the solar panels,
which are optionally installed on the buoy.
The Ov is the vertical accelerometer offset. The Ov can be calculated using the following
formula:
i m
Ov = ⋅ 2
8 s
Range
[-0.875, 0.875] m/s2
Resolution
0.125 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 0.125
· b=0
NaN
i = -8
Remark
Since the format in the MkIII didn’t support NaN values, overflows were
saturated at the maximum and the minimum. This means that in the Mk4 an
overflow generates a NaN value.
The decoder on the Argos website uses a slightly different format, which gives
the following minor differences:
· It has no NaN value so a NaN is decoded as -1 m/s2.
The Ox is the x-axis’ accelerometer offset. The Ox can be calculated using the following
formula:
i m
Ox = ⋅ 2
8 s
Range
[-0.875, 0.875] m/s2
Resolution
0.125 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 0.125
· b=0
NaN
i = -8
Remark
Since the format in the MkIII didn’t support NaN values, overflows were
saturated at the maximum and the minimum. This means that in the Mk4 an
overflow generates a NaN value.
The decoder on the Argos website uses a slightly different format, which gives
the following minor differences:
· It has no NaN value so a NaN is decoded as -1 m/s2.
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(26)

(27)

(28)

The Oy is the y-axis’ accelerometer offset. The Oy can be calculated using the following
formula:
i m
Oy = ⋅ 2
8 s
Range
[-0.875, 0.875] m/s2
Resolution
0.125 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 0.125
· b=0
NaN
i = -8
Remark
Since the format in the MkIII didn’t support NaN values, overflows were
saturated at the maximum and the minimum. This means that in the Mk4 an
overflow generates a NaN value.
The decoder on the Argos website uses a slightly different format, which gives
the following minor differences:
· It has no NaN value so a NaN is decoded as -1 m/s2.

(29)

The MsgID2 is a MsgID as explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum2 is a CRC-4 checksum as explained in section 3.1.1.
Remark
The checksum is calculated over bytes [10..19]
The Tw is the temperature of the water at the sea surface. The Tw can be calculated using the
following formula:
u

Tw = 
− 5  °C
 80

Range
[-5, 46.2) °C
Resolution
0.05 °C
Unit group
Temperature
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.0125
· b = -5
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
The units are °C instead of K since that maps better to the decoders of Argos
and makes the format compatible with the MkIII.
The resolution is 0.05°C instead of the expected 0.0125°C, this is due to the fact
the MkIII uses 10 bits for the encoding and the rest of the bits in that byte are
set to zero. By using 12 bits with a resolution of 0.05°C the formats are
compatible.
In the MkIII there is no NaN value and Argos will decode a NaN as 46.2°C.

(30)

The Version is a field used to differ between the MkIII and the Mk4 buoys. In the MkIII the
field always contains [0000], in the Mk4 it always contains [0001].
The Month timestamp is a marker of the day of the month and hour of the day the message.
Its meaning depends on the field:
· For Tw, Latitude, Longitude, Ov, Ox, and Oy it is the moment the measurement
started.
· For m0 , TI, TE, T1, Tz, T3, Tc, Tdw, Tp, and Rp it is the moment the acquisition of
the spectral data started.
· For Speed-2 and Direction to-2 it is the moment of the acquisition of the surface
current speed started. The hour is two hours before the hour of the Month
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·

·

timestamp marker. This means when the hour in Time day is zero the
measurement started the day before.
For Speed-1 and Direction to-1 it is the moment of the acquisition of the surface
current speed started. The hour is one hour before the hour of the Month
timestamp marker. This means when the hour in Month timestamp is zero the
measurement started the day before.
For Speed0 and Direction to0 it is the moment of the acquisition of the surface
current speed started. The hour is the hour of the Month timestamp marker.

The Month timestamp is the timestamp of the data acquisition. The value represents the
number of seconds elapsed since the beginning of the month the data acquisition started.
Month timestamp = u ⋅ 3 ⋅ 3600 = u ⋅ 10800
u
= 1+
Day of month
8


 u  
 u  
= 3 ⋅ 3600 ⋅  u −  8 ⋅     = 10800 ⋅  u −  8 ⋅    
Second of day


  8  
  8  


= 3 ⋅ 3600 ⋅ (u mod 8) = 10800 ⋅ (u mod 8)
Second of day
Range
[0, 2754000) = [0, 31.875) days
Resolution
10800 s = 3 hours
Unit group
None
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 10800
· b=0
NaN
u = 255
Remark
The data is refreshed upon the synoptic hours, so that is the resolution of the
encoding as well.

(31)

The Speedn is the mean current speed. The Speedn can be calculated using the following
formula:
Speedn =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
m
⋅
62.5 s

(32)

[0, 4.08) m/s
0.016 m/s
Speed
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.016
· b=0
u = 255

The Direction ton is the mean current direction. Current direction is defined as direction the
water particles are moving towards. The Direction ton can be calculated using the following
formula:
Direction to n

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

=

u
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
255

[0, 2π) rad
2π/255 rad ≈ 24.6·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/255 ≈ 24.6·10-3
· b=0
u = 255

The MsgID3 is a MsgID as explained in section 3.1.2.
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(33)

The CRC-4 checksum3 is a CRC-4 checksum as explained in section 3.1.1.
Remark
The checksum is calculated over bytes [20..30]
The m0 is the significant zeroth spectral moment. The
following formula:

m0 can be calculated using the

u

m 0 = 8.5 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

e 64 − 1
254
e 64

⋅m

(34)

−1
[0, 8.5] m
[±2.58·10-3, ±134·10-3] m
Height
Exponential
· a = 8.5
· b = 64
· umax = 254
u = 255
When using the template on the Argos website this field is shown as Hs instead
of m0 . ( H s = 4 ⋅ m0 )

The TI is the integral period. The TI can be calculated using the following formula:
u

T I = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

e 100 − 1
254
e 100

⋅s

(35)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

The TE is the energy period. The TE can be calculated using the following formula:
TE = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
100
e

254
e 100

−1

⋅s

(36)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255
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The T1 is the mean period. The T1 can be calculated using the following formula:
T1 = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
100
e

−1

254
e 100

⋅s

(37)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

The Tz is the average wave period. The Tz can be calculated using the following formula:
T z = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
100
e

−1

254
e 100

⋅s

(38)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

The T3 can be calculated using the following formula:
T3 = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
100
e

−1

254
e 100

⋅s

(39)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

The Tc is the crest period. The Tc can be calculated using the following formula:
Tc = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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u
100
e

254
e 100

−1

⋅s

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

(40)

The Tdw can be calculated using the following formula:
Tdw = 20 ⋅

u
100
e

−1

254
e 100

⋅s

(41)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

The Tp is the period at the peak value of the PSD. The Tp can be calculated using the following
formula:
u

T p = 20 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

e 100 − 1
254
e 100

⋅s

(42)

−1
[0, 20] s
[±17.2·10-3, ±216·10-3] s
Period
Exponential
· a = 20
· b = 100
· umax = 254
u = 255

The RP is 1/Qp, where Qp is Goda’s peakedness. The RP can be calculated using the following
formula:
u

1
e 48 − 1
= 254
Rp =
QP
e 48 − 1

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

4.2

(43)

[0, 1]
[±129·10-6, ±20.7·10-3]
Dimensionless
Exponential
· a=1
· b = 48
· umax = 254
u = 255
For typical ocean spectra 0 ≤ RP ≤ 1. For non-typical ocean spectra the value of
RP could get greater than 1 and thus result in a NaN in this field.
The value used is RP instead of Qp in order to make it easier to compare with
the bandwidth parameters ε and ν.

Spectrum messages

The wave spectrum is spread over three messages: a message for the heave spectrum, common
to all buoy types, and two messages for the directional spectrum. The separation of the
directional spectrum keeps the size of the messages relatively small. This reduces the amount of
data lost, if a transmission error occurs. It also allows the more important directional spectrum
to be transmitted more often.
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All spectrum messages contain 100 bins for the data at various frequencies. The frequency fk of
bin k can be calculated using the following formula:
fk

0.025 + 0.005 ⋅ k

= − 0.20 + 0.010 ⋅ k
− 0.98 + 0.020 ⋅ k


Range of k

for k in [0..46)
range [0.025..0.25]
for k in [46..79) range [0.26..0.58] ⋅ Hz
for k in [79..100) range [0.60..1.00]

[0, 100)

The spectrum messages are calculated over a thirty minute period. After starting the buoy it will
behave differently for the first thirty minutes. This different behaviour makes it easier to
calibrate the buoy. During the first thirty minutes it will send a new spectrum every
200 seconds. This spectrum will only contain the Heave spectrum message and the Primary
directional spectrum message (in the case of a directional buoy). These messages are
necessarily based on a single segment due to the shorter measurement cycle. During this period
the Secondary directional spectrum message and the Spectrum synchronization message are
thus not send.

4.2.1 Heave spectrum message (0xF20)
The heave spectrum message contains the PSD of the heave displacements. The format for the
heave spectrum message is shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Format of the heave spectrum message.
Byte HiNibble
LoNibble
0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

1

MsgID {7..0} [00100000]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Number of segments used {7..0}

9

Smax {11..4}

10

Smax {3..0}

11
12

~
S 0 {3..0}

13
…
158
159

~
S 98 {3..0}

160
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
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CRC-4 checksum

Padding [0000]
~
S 0 {11..4}
~
S1 {7..0}

…
~
S 98 {11..4}
~
S 99 {7..0}

~
S1 {11..8}

~
S 99 {11..8}

(44)

The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is the number of segments (using 512 samples) which are
used to determine the spectrum. Normally it uses 17 segments with 50% overlap, but if an
accelerometer clips (due to accelerations > 1 g) the segment will be discarded. The same occurs
when a gap cannot be repaired. The Number of segments used can be calculated using the
following formula:
Number of segments used = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(45)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255
The normal range is [1, 17]. When there are zero segments available the
message is not transmitted.

The Smax is the peak value of the PSD in the spectrum. The value is used as a scaling in the
normalization of the PSD. Smax can be calculated using the following formula:
Smax = 5000 ⋅

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
200
e

4094
e 200

−1

⋅

m2
Hz

(46)

−1
[0, 5000] m2/Hz
[±32.29·10-9, ±24.94] m2/Hz
Power spectral density
Exponential
· a = 5000
· b = 200
· umax = 4094
u = 4095
The value in this message is used for scaling purposes only. When interested in
the Smax use the value send in the Directional spectral parameters message
(0xF25). When the Smax in the buoy is a NaN value it will be set to 1 and return
the unscaled values for Smax this will prevent an invalid Smax to ‘destroy’ the
entire message. Note this should never be a possible scenario. The same
happens when Smax is zero.
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~
~
The Sk is the relative value of the PSD in bin k. The Sk can be calculated using the following
formula:
~
Sk =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
200
e

−1

4094
e 200

−1
[0, 1]
[±6.457·10-12, ±0.00499]
Dimensionless
Exponential
· a=1
· b = 200
· umax = 4094
u = 4095
The value 1 may not occur for any bin k transmitted. That happens if the Smax is
in a bin k, which is not transmitted.

The Sk is the PSD in bin k. The Sk can be calculated using the following formula:
~
S k = Smax ⋅ S k
Range
[0, 5000] m2/Hz
Resolution
[±2.085·10-19, ±0.124] m2/Hz
Unit group
Power spectral density
~
Remark
The Sk for bin k can only be calculated if both Smax and Sk for bin k are not
equal to NaN. There is no explicit NaN value reserved for a NaN in Sk.

4.2.2 Primary directional spectrum message (0xF21)
The primary directional spectrum contains the wave direction and the directional spread, both of
which are based on the first-harmonic coefficients; other more specific variables are stored in
the Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF28) as described in section 4.2.3. The format
for the primary directional spectrum message is shown in Table 19.
Table 19. Format of the primary
directional spectrum message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111]
CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100001]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
Direction from0 {11..4}
10
Direction from0 {3..0}
Spread0 {11..8}
11
Spread0 {7..0}
…
…
306
Direction from99 {11..4}
307 Direction from99 {3..0} Spread99 {11..8}
308
Spread99 {7..0}
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(47)

(48)

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is explained in section 4.2.1.
The Direction fromk is the mean wave direction in bin k. This is the direction the waves are
travelling from. The Direction fromk can be calculated using the following formula:
Direction from k

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
4095

=

[0, 2π) rad
2π/4095 rad ≈ 1.534·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/4095 ≈ 1.534·10-3
· b=0
u = 4095

The Spreadk is the directional spread about the mean wave direction. The Spreadk can be
calculated using the following formula:
u
p
Spreadk

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(49)

=

4095

⋅

2

⋅ rad

(50)

[0, π/2) rad
π/8190 rad ≈ 383.6·10-6 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = π/8190 ≈ 383.6·10-6
· b=0
u = 4095

4.2.3 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF22)
This message has been replaced with Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF28). The
contents of both messages are the same, but the sign of the n2 is the opposite.
The secondary directional spectrum message contains the second-harmonic coefficients and the
checkfactor K. The format for the secondary directional spectrum message is shown in Table
20.
Table 20. Format of the secondary
directional spectrum message.
Byte HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100010]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
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Byte HiNibble
LoNibble
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
(m2)0 {11..4}
10
(m2)0 {3..0}
(n2)0 {11..8}
11
(n2)0 {7..0}
12
K0 {11..4}
13
K0 {3..0}
(m2)1 {11..8}
14
(m2)1{7..0}
15
(n2)1{11..4}
16
(n2)1 {3..0}
K1 {11..8}
17
K1 {7..0}
…
…
450
(m2)98 {11..4}
451
(m2)98 {3..0}
(n2)98 {11..8}
452
(n2)98 {7..0}
453
K98 {11..4}
454
K98 {3..0}
(m2)99 {11..8}
455
(m2)99{7..0}
456
(n2)99 {11..4}
457
(n2)99 {3..0}
K99 {11..8}
458
K99 {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is explained in section 4.2.1.
The (m2)k is the centred cosine Fourier coefficient in bin k. The (m2)k can be calculated using
the following formula:
(m2 )k = i
2047
Range
[-1, 1]
Resolution
1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
· b=0
NaN
i = -2048
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(51)

The (n2)k is the centred sine Fourier coefficient in bin k. The (n2)k can be calculated using the
following formula:

(n2 )k

=

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

i
2047

(52)

[-1, 1]
1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
Dimensionless
Signed linear
· a = 1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
· b=0
i = -2048

The check factor Kk is the ratio of the amplitude of the horizontal motion, to the amplitude of
the vertical motion, in bin k. Its reciprocal equals the aspect ratio of the orbit of the water
particles. The Kk can be calculated using the following formula:
u

K k = 25

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

e 2121.5841 − 1
4094
e 2121.5841

(53)

−1
[0, 25]
[±2.006·10-3, ±13.77·10-3]
Dimensionless
Exponential
· a = 25
· b = 2121.5841
· umax = 4094
u = 4095
In deep water for circular orbits Kk = 1.

4.2.4 Secondary directional spectrum message (0xF28)
The secondary directional spectrum message contains the second-harmonic coefficients and the
checkfactor K. The format for the secondary directional spectrum message is shown in Table
21.
Table 21. Format of the secondary
directional spectrum message.
Byte HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00101000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
(m2)0 {11..4}
10
(m2)0 {3..0}
(n2)0 {11..8}
11
(n2)0 {7..0}
12
K0 {11..4}
13
K0 {3..0}
(m2)1 {11..8}
14
(m2)1{7..0}
15
(n2)1{11..4}
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Byte HiNibble
LoNibble
16
(n2)1 {3..0}
K1 {11..8}
17
K1 {7..0}
…
…
450
(m2)98 {11..4}
451
(m2)98 {3..0}
(n2)98 {11..8}
452
(n2)98 {7..0}
453
K98 {11..4}
454
K98 {3..0}
(m2)99 {11..8}
455
(m2)99{7..0}
456
(n2)99 {11..4}
457
(n2)99 {3..0}
K99 {11..8}
458
K99 {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is explained in section 4.2.1.
The (m2)k is the centred cosine Fourier coefficient in bin k. The (m2)k can be calculated using
the following formula:

(m2 )k

=

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

i
2047

(54)

[-1, 1]
1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
Dimensionless
Signed linear
· a = 1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
· b=0
i = -2048

NaN

The (n2)k is the centred sine Fourier coefficient in bin k. The (n2)k can be calculated using the
following formula:

(n2 )k
Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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=

i
2047

[-1, 1]
1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
Dimensionless
Signed linear
· a = 1/2047 ≈ 488.5·10-6
· b=0
i = -2048

(55)

The check factor Kk is the ratio of the amplitude of the horizontal motion, to the amplitude of
the vertical motion, in bin k. Its reciprocal equals the aspect ratio of the orbit of the water
particles. The Kk can be calculated using the following formula:
u

K k = 25

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

4.3

e 2124.5841 − 1
4094
e 2124.5841

(56)

−1

[0, 25]
[±2.006·10-3, ±13.77·10-3]
Dimensionless
Exponential
· a = 25
· b = 2124.5841
· umax = 4094
u = 4095
In deep water for circular orbits Kk = 1.

Spectrum synchronisation message (0xF23)

In the Mk4 it will be possible to determine the exact range of vectors over which the spectrum
was calculated. In order to do so the last two vectors used for the calculation are sent in this
message, which places the beginning of the spectrum Number of samples in record vectors
before. The format for the spectrum synchronisation message is shown in Table 22.
Table 22. Format of the spectrum
synchronisation message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100011]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
List of used segments {31..24} [0000000?]
9
List of used segments {23..16} [????????]
10
List of used segments {7..0} [????????]
11
Number of samples in record {15..8}
12
Number of samples in record {7..0}
13
hn-1 {11..4}
14
hn-1 {3..0}
nn-1 {11..8}
15
nn-1 {7..0}
16
wn-1 {11..4}
17
wn-1{3..0}
hn {11..8}
18
hn {7..0}
19
nn {11..4}
20
nn {3..0}
wn {11..8}
21
wn {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
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The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The List of used segments is a bitmask to show which segments are used to determine the
spectrum. The spectrum is normally calculated over 17 segments of 512 samples, but when a
sample in a segment has an error that segment is not used. The reason for this error can, for
example, be the clipping of output of the acceleration sensor, due to a breaking wave or a gap
too large to repair in a GPS-DWR4.
The segments are numbered from 0 to 16, as shown in Figure 4. The segment number is also the
offset in the bitmask. A used segment has its bit set (value 1) and an unused segment has its bit
cleared (value 0).
Note that due to the 50% overlap of the segments a damaged sample causes an error in two
segments.

Figure 4. The numbering of the segments. It shows which samples
are in which segment. The numbering of the samples
is in the order in which they are sampled.
The Number of samples in record is the number of samples that are used to determine the
spectrum. Due to minor jittering of the clock it might happen not exactly 4608 samples are
sampled in a thirty minute period.
If less than 4608 samples are gathered dummy samples will be generated to get 4608 samples.
These dummy samples contain a displacement of 0 in all directions and have no effect on the
spectrum calculated.
If more than 4608 samples are gathered the excess of samples are not used for the calculation of
the spectrum. The Number of samples in record can be calculated using the following
formula:
Number of samples in record = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65536
IF=f the number is larger than 4608 only the first 4608 samples are used to
calculate the spectrum. Typically the value should be 4606 or 4608. The value
sent is always an even number.

The hn-1 is the heave displacement value of the second last sample used for the spectrum. The
value is send here is in the same format as the data send in the real time channel. With the last
two vectors used for the spectrum and the Number of samples in record value it is possible
to exactly mark the samples used to calculate the spectrum, which in turn allows you to
calculate the spectrum with different parameters.
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(57)

It is possible to decode the value in a displacement and then search the value in the real-time
data or used the raw value here to search in the raw data. The decoding can be done with
formula (16).
Note however that the ‘issues’ with floating point numbers regarding comparing them
especially if they contain NaN values it is recommended to use the values directly and compare
them to the raw value sent in the real time channel.
The real time channel sends two samples per vector. The two samples in this message always
belong to the same vector.
The nn-1 is northern displacement value of the second last sample used for the spectrum, see
hn-1 for more information.
The wn-1 is western displacement value of the second last sample used for the spectrum, see
hn-1 for more information.
The hn is heave displacement value of the last sample used for the spectrum, see hn-1 for more
information.
The nn is northern displacement value of the last sample used for the spectrum, see hn-1 for
more information.
The wn is western displacement value of the last sample used for the spectrum, see hn-1 for
more information.

4.4

Spectral parameters message (0xF24)

This message was designed for the WR4.
This message contains the parameters of the spectrum. This message is only sent by the WR4.
The DWR4 and GPS-DWR4 send the Directional spectral parameters message (0xF25) instead.
The format for the spectral parameter message is shown in Table 23.
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Table 23. Format of the spectral
parameters message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100100]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
Hs {11..4}
10
Hs {3..0}
TI {11..8}
11
TI {7..0}
12
TE {11..4}
13
TE {3..0}
T1 {11..8}
14
T1 {7..0}
15
Tz {11..4}
16
Tz {3..0}
T3 {11..8}
17
T3 {7..0}
18
Tc {11..4}
19
Tc {3..0}
RP {11..8}
20
RP {7..0}
21
Tp {11..4}
22
Tp {3..0}
Smax {11..8}
23
Smax {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is explained in section 4.2.1.
The Hs is the significant wave height, Hs. The Hs can be calculated using the following formula:
u
⋅m
Hs =
100
Range
[0, 40.95) m
Resolution
0.01 m
Unit group
Height
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
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(58)

The TI is the integral period. The TI can be calculated using the following formula:
TI =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(59)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The TE is the energy period. The TE can be calculated using the following formula:
TE =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(60)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The T1 is the mean period. The T1 can be calculated using the following formula:
T1 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(61)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The Tz is the average wave period. The Tz can be calculated using the following formula:
Tz =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(62)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The T3 can be calculated using the following formula:
u
T3 =
⋅s
100
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095

(63)
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The Tc is the crest period. The Tc can be calculated using the following formula:
Tc =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(64)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The RP is 1/Qp, where Qp is Goda’s peakedness. The RP can be calculated using the following
formula:
1
u
=
Rp =
QP
4094
Range
[0, 1]
Resolution
1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
For typical ocean spectra 0 ≤ RP ≤ 1. For non-typical ocean spectra the value of
RP could get greater than 1 and thus result in a NaN in this field.
The value used is RP instead of Qp in order to make it easier to compare with
the bandwidth parameters ε and ν.

(65)

The Tp is the period at the peak value of the PSD. The Tp can be calculated using the following
formula:
Tp =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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u
⋅s
100

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(66)

The Smax is the peak value of the PSD. The Smax can be calculated using the following formula:
Smax = 5000

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

4.5

u
200
e

4094
e 200

−1

⋅

m2
Hz

(67)

−1
[0, 5000] m2/Hz
[±32.29·10-9, ±24.94] m2/Hz
Power spectral density
Exponential
· a = 5000
· b = 200
· umax = 4094
u = 4095
Formula (67) is the same as formula (46). It is repeated here since this is the
normative field for the Smax.

Directional spectral parameters message
(0xF25)

This message contains the parameters for the directional spectrum. This message is sent by the
DWR4 and GPS-DWR4. The format for the directional spectral parameter message is shown in
Table 24.
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Table 24. Format of the directional spectral
parameters message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [00100101]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Number of segments used {7..0}
9
Hs {11..4}
10
Hs {3..0}
TI {11..8}
11
TI {7..0}
12
TE {11..4}
13
TE {3..0}
T1 {11..8}
14
T1 {7..0}
15
Tz {11..4}
16
Tz {3..0}
T3 {11..8}
17
T3 {7..0}
18
Tc {11..4}
19
Tc {3..0}
RP {11..8}
20
RP {7..0}
21
Tp {11..4}
22
Tp {3..0}
Smax {11..8}
23
Smax {7..0}
24
θp {11..4}
25
θp {3..0}
σp{11..8}
26
σp{7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Number of segments used is explained in section 4.2.1.
The Hs is explained in section 4.4.
The TI is explained in section 4.4.
The TE is explained in section 4.4.
The T1 is explained in section 4.4.
The Tz is explained in section 4.4.
The T3 is explained in section 4.4.
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The Tc is explained in section 4.4.
The RP is explained in section 4.4.
The Tp is explained in section 4.4.
The Smax is explained in section 4.4.
The θp is the mean wave direction at Smax. It is the direction from which the waves arrive. The
value 0 corresponds to North, π/2 or 90° with East. All values refer to magnetic North. The θp
can be calculated using the following formula:

θπ

=

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
4095

[0, 2π) rad
2π/4095 rad ≈ 1.534·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/4095 ≈ 1.534·10-3
· b=0
u = 4095
If more than one bin contains the value of Smax the one in the bin with the
lowest frequency is used to determine θp.

The (directional) σp is the spread of the mean wave direction at Smax. The (directional) σp can
be calculated using the following formula:
π
u
⋅ ⋅ rad
σπ =
4095

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

4.6

(68)

2

(69)

[0, π/2) rad
π/8190 rad ≈ 383.6·10-6 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = π/8190 ≈ 383.6·10-6
· b=0
u = 4095
If more than one bin contains the value of Smax the one in the bin with the
lowest frequency is used to determine σp.

Online upcross wave statistics message
(0xF26)

The online upcross wave statistics are several statistics of the waves, which are determined in
the buoy. All the statistics can be determined by a single pass over the data. More complex
analyses can be done during post processing on shore.
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period and waits until it sees the
beginning of the first upcross wave. The samples after the last upcross wave are also not used in
the statistics. This means the samples of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used
to determine the statistics. When less than 60 waves are accumulated in a thirty minute period
the statistics may not be reliable and therefore the message is not transmitted.
The format for the online upcross wave statistics message is shown in Table 25.
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Table 25. Format of the online upcross
wave statistics message.
Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

1

MsgID {7..0} [00100110]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Hmax {11..4}

9
10

THmax {7..0}

11

Tmax {11..4}

12

HTmax {11..8}

Tmax {3..0}

13

HTmax {7..0}

14

Havg {11..4}

15

Havg {3..0}

Tavg {11..8}

16

Tavg {7..0}

17

Hsrms {11..4}

18

Hsrms {3..0}

Nw {11..8}

19

Nw {7..0}

20

Nc {11..4}

21

Nc {3..0}

ε {11..8}

22

ε {7..0}

23

Coverage {11..4}

24
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THmax {11..8}

Hmax {3..0}

Coverage {3..0}

Padding [0000]

The Hmax is the height of the highest measured upcross wave. The Hmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
Hmax =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅m
100

(70)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095
If two waves have the same Hmax, the one sampled first will be used as the
highest wave. This does not matter for the Hmax, but might matter for the THmax .

The THmax is the period of the wave used to determine Hmax. The THmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
THmax =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅s
100

(71)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095
See the remark for Hmax.

The Tmax is the measured upcross wave with the longest period. The Tmax can be calculated
using the following formula:
u
Tmax =
⋅s
100
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
If two waves have the same Tmax, the one sampled first will be used as the wave
with the longest period. This does not matter for the Tmax, but might matter for
the HTmax .

(72)
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The HTmax is the height of the wave used to determine Tmax. The HTmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
u
HTmax =
⋅m
100
Range
[0, 40.95) m
Resolution
0.01 m
Unit group
Height
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
See the remark for Tmax.

(73)

The Havg is the average wave height of the measured upcross waves. The Havg can be calculated
using the following formula:
u
⋅m
100

H avg =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

(74)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

NaN

The Tavg is the average wave period of the measured upcross waves. The Tavg can be calculated
using the following formula:
Tavg =

u
⋅s
100

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(75)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The Hsrms is the Hs determined by the root mean square of the height of the waves. It is an
approximation of the H1/3. The Hsrms can be calculated using the following formula:
H sRMS =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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u
⋅m
100

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(76)

The Nw is the number of the measured upcross waves. The Nw can be calculated using the
following formula:
Nw = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(77)

[0, 4095)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 4095
The maximum number of measured waves is much higher than possible in
practice. However the next smaller number of bits would only allow 254 waves,
which is too low.

The Nc is the total number of wave crests, both the positive and negative crests. The Nc can be
calculated using the following formula:
Nc = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(78)

[0, 4095)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 4095
The maximum number of measured waves is much higher than possible in
practice. However the next smaller number of bits would only allow 254 waves,
which is too low.

The ε is the bandwidth parameter of the measured upcross waves. The ε can be calculated using
the following formula:
u
ε =
4094
Range
[0, 1]
Resolution
1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095

(79)

The Coverage is the percentage of the samples that are covered in the measured upcross
waves. The Coverage can be calculated using the following formula:
Coverage =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅ 100%
4094

(80)

[0, 100]%
100/4094% ≈ 24.43·10-3%
Percentage
Unsigned linear
· a = 100/4094 ≈ 24.43·10-3
· b=0
u = 4095
The coverage will be less than 100% due to the samples not used at the
beginning and end of the thirty minute period. When there are gaps in the data
the Coverage, might be lower.
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Due to a bug the value transmitted is a factor 100 too small. Thus the effective
range is between [0, 1]. Multiplying the result with 100 will yield the correct
value, but with a lower resolution.

4.7

Low frequency heave spectrum message
(0xF27)

Reserved.

4.8

Upcross wave height quantiles message
(0xF29)

The online upcross wave height quantiles message is the table of wave height quantiles,
complemented by the main wave-statistical parameters. The calculation of these parameters is
based on the sorted list of upcross waves. The quantiles are a set of relevant percentiles. The
statistics are determined in the buoy. Note that the message has several statistics in common
with messages Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26) and Upcross wave period
quantiles message (0xF2A).
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period. The statistics are gathered
only in the interval starting from the beginning of the first upcross wave until the ending of the
last upcross wave. Samples outside this interval are not used in the statistics. Therefore, samples
of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used. When less than 100 waves are
accumulated in a thirty minute period the statistics may not be reliable and therefore the
message is not transmitted.
The format for the online upcross wave height quantiles message is shown in Table 26.
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Table 26. Format of the upcross wave height
quantiles message.
Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

1

MsgID {7..0} [00100110]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Coverage {11..4}

9

Coverage {3..0}

10

Nw {7..0}

11

ε {11..4}

12

Nw {11..8}

ε {3..0}

Hmax {11..8}

13

Hmax {7..0}

14

THmax {11..4}

15

THmax {3..0}

H1/10 {11..8}

16

H1/10 {7..0}

17

TH1/10 {11..4}

18

TH1/10 {3..0}

H1/3 {11..8}

19

H1/3 {7..0}

20

TH1/3 {11..4}

21

TH1/3 {3..0}

Havg {11..8}

22

Havg {7..0}

23

Tavg {11..4}

24

Tavg {3..0}

(Hq)0 {11..8}

25

(Hq)0 {7..0}

26

(Hq)1 {11..4}

27

(Hq)1 {3..0}

(Hq)2 {11..8}
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Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

28

(Hq)2 {7..0}

…

…

56

(Hq)21 {11..4}

57

(Hq)21 {3..0}

58

(Hq)22 {11..8}

(Hq)22 {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Coverage is the percentage of the samples that are covered in the measured upcross
waves. The Coverage can be calculated using the following formula:
Coverage =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅ 100%
4094

(81)

[0, 100]%
100/4094% ≈ 24.43·10-3%
Percentage
Unsigned linear
· a = 100/4094 ≈ 24.43·10-3
· b=0
u = 4095
The coverage will be less than 100% due to the samples not used at the
beginning and end of the thirty minute period. When there are gaps in the data
the Coverage, might be lower.

The Nw is the number of the measured upcross waves. The Nw can be calculated using the
following formula:
Nw = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
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(82)

[0, 4095)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 4095
The maximum number of measured waves is much higher than possible in
practice. However the next smaller number of bits would only allow 254 waves,
which is too low.

The ε is the bandwidth parameter of the measured upcross waves. The ε can be calculated using
the following formula:

ε =

u
4094

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(83)

[0, 1]
1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a = 1/4094 ≈ 244.3·10-6
· b=0
u = 4095

The Hmax is the height of the highest measured upcross wave. The Hmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
Hmax =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅m
100

(84)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095
If two waves have the same Hmax, the one sampled first will be used as the
highest wave. This does not matter for the Hmax, but might matter for the THmax .

The THmax is the period of the wave used to determine Hmax. The THmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
THmax =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅s
100

(85)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095
See the remark for Hmax.

The H1/10 is the average crest-to-trough height of the highest 1/10 of the zero-upcross waves.
The H1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:
u
H1 / 10 =
⋅m
100
Range
[0, 40.95) m
Resolution
0.01 m
Unit group
Height
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095

(86)
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The TH1/10 is the average zero-upcross period of the highest 1/10 of the zero-upcross waves. The
TH1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:

TH1 / 10 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100
[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(87)

The H1/3 is average crest-to-trough height of the highest 1/3 of the zero-upcross waves. The
H1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:
H1 / 3 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅m
100

(88)

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The TH1/3 is the average zero-upcross period of the highest 1/3 of the zero-upcross waves. The
TH1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:

TH1 / 3 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100
[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(89)

The Havg is the average wave height of the measured upcross waves. The Havg can be calculated
using the following formula:
H avg =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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u
⋅m
100

[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(90)

The Tavg is the average wave period of the measured upcross waves. The Tavg can be calculated
using the following formula:
Tavg =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅s
100

(91)

[0, 40.95) s
0.01 s
Period
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The (Hq)k is the wave height for which a percentage pk of all wave heights is below that value.
The (Hq)k can be calculated using the following formula:
u
(H q )k = 100
⋅m
Range
[0, 40.95) m
Resolution
0.01 m
Unit group
Height
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
The percentage pk is given by:
Index k
0
1
2
3
4
…
18
19
20
21
Percentage pk
1
3
5
10
15
…
85
90
95
97
Note that in this table there is no index for the 100% height. This height is the Hmax.

4.9

(92)

22
99

Upcross wave period quantiles message
(0xF2A)

The online upcross wave period quantiles message is the table of wave period quantiles,
complemented by the main wave-statistical parameters. The calculation of these parameters is
based on the sorted list of upcross waves. The quantiles are a set of relevant percentiles. The
statistics are determined in the buoy. Note that the message has several statistics in common
with messages Online upcross wave statistics message (0xF26) and Upcross wave height
quantiles message (0xF29).
The measurement starts at the beginning of the thirty minute period. The statistics are gathered
only in the interval starting from the beginning of the first upcross wave until the ending of the
last upcross wave. Samples outside this interval are not used in the statistics. Therefore, samples
of the previous and next thirty minute period are not used. When less than 100 waves are
accumulated in a thirty minute period the statistics may not be reliable and therefore the
message is not transmitted.
The format for the online upcross wave height quantiles message is shown in Table 27
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Table 27. Format of the upcross wave period
quantiles message.
Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

1

MsgID {7..0} [00100110]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Coverage {11..4}

9
10

Nw {7..0}

11

ε {11..4}

12

Nw {11..8}

ε {3..0}

Tmax {11..8}

13

Tmax {7..0}

14

HTmax {11..4}

15

HTmax {3..0}

T1/10 {11..8}

16

T1/10 {7..0}

17

HT1/10 {11..4}

18

HT1/10 {3..0}

T1/3 {11..8}

19

T1/3 {7..0}

20

HT1/3 {11..4}

21

HT1/3 {3..0}

Tavg {11..8}

22

Tavg {7..0}

23

Havg {11..4}

24

Havg {3..0}

(Tq)0 {11..8}

25

(Tq)0 {7..0}

26

(Tq)1 {11..4}

27
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Coverage {3..0}

(Tq)1 {3..0}

(Tq)2 {11..8}

Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

28

(Tq)2 {7..0}

…

…

56

(Tq)21 {11..4}

57

(Tq)21 {3..0}

58

(Tq)22 {11..8}

(Tq)22 {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Coverage is explained in section 4.8.
The Nw is explained in section 4.8.
The ε is explained in section 4.8.
The Tmax is the measured upcross wave with the longest period. The Tmax can be calculated
using the following formula:
u
Tmax =
⋅s
100
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
If two waves have the same Tmax, the one sampled first will be used as the wave
with the longest period. This does not matter for the Tmax, but might matter for
the HTmax .

(93)
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The HTmax is the height of the wave used to determine Tmax. The HTmax can be calculated using
the following formula:
u
HTmax =
⋅m
100
Range
[0, 40.95) m
Resolution
0.01 m
Unit group
Height
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
Remark
See the remark for Tmax.
The T1/10 is the average zero-upcross period of the longest 1/10 of the zero-upcross waves. The
T1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:
u
T1 / 10 =
⋅s
100
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095

(94)

(95)

The HT1/10 is the average crest-to-trough height of the longest 1/10 of the zero-upcross waves.
The HT1/10 can be calculated using the following formula:
HT1 / 10 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅m
100
[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

The T1/3 is the average zero-upcross period of the longest 1/3 of the zero-upcross waves. The
T1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:
u
T1 / 3 =
⋅s
100
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
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(96)

(97)

The HT1/3 the average crest-to-trough height of the longest 1/3 of the zero-upcross waves. The
HT1/3 can be calculated using the following formula:

HT1 / 3 =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅m
100
[0, 40.95) m
0.01 m
Height
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 4095

(98)

The Tavg is explained in section 4.8.
The Havg is explained in section 4.8.
The (Tq)k is the wave period for which a percentage pk of all wave periods is below that value.
The (Tq)k can be calculated using the following formula:
u
(Tq )k = 100
⋅s
Range
[0, 40.95) s
Resolution
0.01 s
Unit group
Period
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
NaN
u = 4095
The percentage pk is given by:
Index k
0
1
2
3
4
…
18
19
20
21
Percentage pk
1
3
5
10
15
…
85
90
95
97
Note that in this table there is no index for the 100% period. This period is the Tmax.

(99)

22
99

4.10 GPS location message (0xF80)
The GPS location message contains the current location of the buoy. The GPS location is
updated and transmitted at least every ten minutes. If the buoy is unable to determine its present
location the position is not updated. This means there could possibly be a longer period than ten
minutes between the GPS location updates.
The exact update frequency depends on the type of the buoy:
DWR4
The position is updated 30 seconds before and 90 seconds after the ten
minute mark.
GPS-DWR4
The position is updated with every displacement measurement.
The format for the GPS location message is shown in Table 28.
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Table 28. Format of the GPS location message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Latitude {23..16}
9
Latitude {15..8}
10
Latitude {7..0}
11
Longitude {23..16}
12
Longitude {15..8}
13
Longitude {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Latitude is the latitude the location. The Latitude can be calculated using the following
formula:
i
Latitude =
⋅ π ⋅ rad
24
2 −1
i
=
⋅ 180°
24
2 −1
Range
[-π/2, π/2] rad
Resolution
π/(224-1) rad = π/16777215 rad ≈ 187.3·10-9 rad ~ 1.2 m
Unit group
GPS position
Coding
Signed linear
· a = π/(224-1) = π/16777215 ≈ 187.3·10-9
· b=0
NaN
i = -223 = -8388608
Remark
A positive value for the Latitude means the location is on the northern
hemisphere.
A negative value for the Latitude means the location is on the southern
hemisphere.
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(100)

The Longitude is the longitude of the location. The Longitude can be calculated using the
following formula:
i
Longitude =
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
24
2 −1
i
=
⋅ 360°
24
2 −1
Range
[-π, π] rad
Resolution
2π/(224-1) rad = 2π/16777215 rad ≈ 374.5·10-9 rad ~ 2.4 m at the equator
Unit group
GPS position
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 2π/(224-1) = 2π/16777215 ≈ 374.5·10-9
· b=0
NaN
i = -223 = -8388608
Remark
A positive value for the Longitude means the location lies east of the Prime
Meridian.
A negative value for the Longitude means location lies west of the Prime
Meridian.

(101)

4.11 Sea surface temperature message (0xF81)
This message contains the sea surface temperature and is only used with buoys equipped with
the sea surface temperature sensor. The sea surface temperature is updated and transmitted
every five minutes. The format for the sea surface water temperature message is shown in Table
29.
Table 29. Format of the sea surface
temperature message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [10000001]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Tw {15..8}
9
Tw {7..0}
The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
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The Tw is the temperature of the water at the sea surface. The Tw can be calculated using the
following formula:
Tw

 u 
= 
K
 100 

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(102)

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

4.12 Acoustic current meter message (0xF82)
This message contains the information of the acoustic current meter. The format of the acoustic
current meter message is shown in Table 30.

Byte
0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

1

MsgID {7..0} [10000010]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

ACM firmware version {7..0}

9

ACM firmware version {15..8}

10

ACM firmware version {23..16}

11

ACM firmware version {31..24}

12

ACM firmware version {39..32}

13

ACM firmware version {47..40}

14

ACM firmware version {55..48}

15

ACM firmware version {63..56}

16

Speed {11..4}

17
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Table 30. Format of the acoustic
current meter message.
HiNibble
LoNibble

Speed {3..0}

Direction to {11..8}

18

Direction to {7..0}

19

σspeed{7..0}

20

σdirection to{7..0}

21

RSSIT1 {7..0}

Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

22

RSSIT2 {7..0}

23

RSSIT3 {7..0}

24

Tw {15..8}

25

Tw {7..0}

26

ACM status {7..0}

27

μw {7..0}

28

σw {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The ACM firmware version is string containing the firmware version used in the acoustic
current meter.
The Speed is the mean current speed. The Speed can be calculated using the following
formula:
Speed =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

m
u
⋅
1000 s

(103)

[0, 4.095) m/s
0.001 m/s
Speed
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.001
· b=0
u = 4095

The Direction to is the mean current direction. Current direction is defined as direction the
water particles are moving towards. The Direction to can be calculated using the following
formula:
Direction to =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
4095

(104)

[0, 2π) rad
2π/4095 rad ≈ 1.534·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/4095 ≈ 1.534·10-3
· b=0
u = 4095
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The σspeed is the standard deviation of the mean current Speed. The σspeed can be calculated
using the following formula:
s speed =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

u
m
⋅
1000 s

(105)

[0, 0.255) m/s
0.001 m/s
Speed
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.001
· b=0
u = 255

NaN

The σdirection to is the standard deviation of the mean current Direction to. The σdirection to can
be calculated using the following formula:
u 2π
σ direction to =
⋅
rad
10 360

(106)

-3

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

[0, 510π/3600) rad = [0, ±445·10 ) rad
2π/3600 ≈ 1.75·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/3600 ≈ 1.75·10-3
· b=0
u = 255

NaN

The RSSITn is the average received signal strength of transducer Tn.The RSSITn can be
calculated using the following formula:
RSSI Tn = i ⋅ dBr
Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

(107)

[-127, 127] dBr (dB relative)
1 dB
RSSI
Signed linear
· a=1
· b=0
i = -128
The RSSI value gives an indication of the strength of the acoustic echo received
by the transducers. The higher this value, the better.

NaN
Remark

The Tw is the temperature of the water at the sea surface. The Tw can be calculated using the
following formula:
Tw

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
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=

u
K
100

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.
The acoustic current meter sensor uses an acoustic signal to determine the
velocity. Since the speed of sound in water depends on the water temperature

(108)

this message contains the water temperature used to determine the speed of
sound in water.
The ACM status bitfield contains the flags indicating the status of the current meter. The
possible flags are shown in Table 31.
Table 31. Flags of the
ACM status bitfield.
Bit Decimal value 2
Description
0
1
BUSY
1
2
ADC OK
2
4
INVALID MATRIX
3
8
Not used [0]
4
16
Not used [0]
5
32
Not used [0]
6
64
Not used [0]
7
128
Not used [0]
The BUSY flag is set when the current meter is performing a measurement cycle. This flag
should always be zero when receiving the message, it is used internally in the buoy.
The ADC OK flag indicates that the ADC had no errors while processing its data. If the flag is 0
the values of the measurement might be less accurate. If this flag is 0 multiple times a day there
might be issues with the acoustic current meter.
The INVALID MATRIX flag indicates that the calibration matrix is invalid. If this flag is 1
there is a serious issue with the acoustic current meter.
The μw is the mean vertical component of the current velocity. The μw can be calculated using
the following formula:
mw =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

m
i
⋅
1000 s

(109)

[-0.127, 0.127) m/s
0.001 m/s
Speed
Signed linear
· a = 0.001
· b=0
i = -128
This is a beta-buoy evaluation parameter.

The σw is the standard deviation of the vertical component of the μw. The σw can be calculated
using the following formula:
sw =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
2

u
m
⋅
1000 s

(110)

[0, 0.255) m/s
0.001 m/s
Speed
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.001
· b=0
u = 255
This is a beta-buoy evaluation parameter.

Multiple bitfields can be combined resulting in decimal values not listed.
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4.13 CAT4 air temperature message (0xF83)
This message contains the information of the CAT4 air temperature option and is only used with
buoys equipped with the CAT4 antenna. The CAT4 air temperature is updated and transmitted
every five minutes. The format of the CAT4 air temperature message is shown in Table 32.

Byte
0

Table 32. Format of the CAT4
air temperature message.
HiNibble
LoNibble
MsgID {11..8} [1111]

1

MsgID {7..0} [10000011]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Tair {15..8}

9

Tair {7..0}

10

CAT4 status

11

Twhite {15..8}

12

Twhite {7..0}

13

Tblack {15..8}

14

Tblack {7..0}

15

Tmetal {15..8}

16

Tmetal {7..0}

17

Tgrooved {15..8}

18

Tgrooved {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
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CRC-4 checksum

The Tair is the air temperature. The Tair can be calculated using the following formula:
Tair

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

 u 
= 
K
 100 

(111)

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

The CAT4 status bitfield contains the flags indicating the status of the CAT4. The possible
flags are shown in Table 33.
Table 33. Flags of the
CAT4 status bitfield.
Bit Decimal value 3
Description
0
1
Error
1
2
Busy
2
4
Evaporation detected
3
8
Solar induced uncertainty
4
16
Not used [0]
5
32
Not used [0]
6
64
Not used [0]
7
128
Not used [0]
The BUSY flag is set when the device is performing a measurement cycle. This flag should
always be zero when receiving the message, it is used internally in the buoy.
The ERROR flag indicates that an error occurred while getting a measurement from the device.
If this flag is 1 multiple times a day there might be issues with the CAT4 antenna.
The Evaporation detected flag is set when the evaporation sensor detected evaporation.
When this occurs the Tair may be less accurate.
The Solar induced uncertainty flag is set when the solar sensor detected a high solar
intensity. When this occurs the Tair may be less accurate.

3

Multiple bitfields can be combined resulting in decimal values not listed.
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The Twhite is the temperature measured by the white sensor. The Twhite can be calculated using
the following formula:
Twhite

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

 u 
= 
K
 100 

(112)

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

The Tblack is the temperature measured by the black sensor. The Tblack can be calculated using
the following formula:
Tblack

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

 u 
= 
K
 100 

(113)

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

The Tmetal is the temperature measured by the metal sensor. The Tmetal can be calculated using
the following formula:
 u 
Tmetal = 
K
 100 

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
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[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

(114)

The Tgrooved is the temperature measured by the grooved sensor. The Tgrooved can be calculated
using the following formula:
Tgrooved

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

 u 
= 
K
 100 

(115)

[0.00, 655.35) K
0.01 K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b=0
u = 65535
Obviously the output range in the message exceeds the sensor’s measuring
range.

4.14 DWR4 /ACM summary message (0xFB0)
This message contains a summary of the information of a DWR4 /ACM buoy. The format of the
DWR4 /ACM summary message is shown in Table 34.
Table 34. Format of the DWR4 /ACM summary message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

1

MsgID {7..0} [10110000]

2

Timestamp {31..24}

3

Timestamp {23..16}

4

Timestamp {15..8}

5

Timestamp {7..0}

6

Datastamp {15..8}

7

Datastamp {7..0}

8

Hs {11..4}

9

Hs {3..0}

T1 {11..8}

10

T1 {7..0}

11

Tz {11..4}

12

Tz {3..0}

Tp {11..8}

13

Tp {7..0}

14

θp {11..4}

15

θp {3..0}

σp{11..8}

16

σp{7..0}

17

Hmax / Hsrms

18

Latitude {23..16}

19

Latitude {15..8}

20

Latitude {7..0}

21

Longitude {23..16}

22

Longitude {15..8}
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Byte

HiNibble

LoNibble

23

Longitude {7..0}

24

Battery life expectancy

25

Tw {15..8}

26

Tw {7..0}

27

Speed {11..4}

28

Speed {3..0}

29

Direction to {11..8}

Direction to {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Hs is explained in section 4.4.
The T1 is explained in section 4.5.
The Tz is explained in section 4.4.
The Tp is explained in section 4.4.
The θp is explained in section 4.5.
The σp is explained in section 4.5.
The Hmax / Hsrms is the ratio of the maximum wave height Hmax and the significant wave
height Hs. The Hmax / Hsrms can be calculated using the following formula:
Hmax
u
= 1.14 +
H sRMS
100

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

[1.14, 3.69)
0.01
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.01
· b = 1.14
u = 255
This value is expected to be circa 1.75, and typically between 1.5 and 2.

The Latitude is explained in section 4.10.
The Longitude is explained in section 4.10.
The Battery life expectancy is explained in section 4.16.
The Tw is explained in section 4.11.
The Speed is explained in section 4.12.
The Direction to is explained in section 4.12.
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(116)

4.15 System messages
The system message contains information regarding the buoy itself and several ‘health’
parameters. The message contains no oceanographic data. Every type of buoy – DWR4, and
GPS-DWR4 – has is own system message, but they share some fields. These shared fields are
listed in Table 35.
Table 35. Common part of the format of the system
messages omitting the HF link message header
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
8
Firmware version number {7..0}
9
Firmware version number {15..8}
10
Firmware version number {23..16}
11
Firmware version number {31..24}
12
Firmware version number {39..32}
13
Firmware version number {47..40}
14
Firmware version number {55..48}
15
Firmware version number {63..56}
16
Firmware version number {71..64}
17
Firmware version number {79..72}
18
Hatch UID {47..42}
19
Hatch UID {39..32}
20
Hatch UID {31..24}
21
Hatch UID {23..16}
22
Hatch UID {15..8}
23
Hatch UID {7..0}
24
Hull UID {47..42}
25
Hull UID {39..32}
26
Hull UID {31..24}
27
Hull UID {23..16}
28
Hull UID {15..8}
29
Hull UID {7..0}
30
Uptime {31..24}
31
Uptime {23..16}
32
Uptime {15..8}
33
Uptime {7..0}
34 Energy used from batteries {31..24}
35 Energy used from batteries {23..16}
36
Energy used from batteries {15..8}
37
Energy used from batteries {7..0}
38
Energy to boostcaps {31..24}
39
Energy to boostcaps {23..16}
40
Energy to boostcaps {15..8}
41
Energy to boostcaps {7..0}
42
Hatch electronics temperature
43
Battery voltage
44
Batteries per section
45
Number of battery sections
46
Initial energy in a battery
The Firmware version number is string containing the firmware version used in the buoy.
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The Hatch UID is a unique ID for the buoy’s hatch generated by a chip. The Hatch UID can
be calculated using the following formula:
Hatch UID = u
Range
[0, 248-1) = [0, 281474976710655)
Resolution
N/A
Unit group
None
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
NaN
u = 248-1 = 281474976710655
The Hull UID is a unique ID for the buoy’s hatch generated by a chip. The Hull UID can be
calculated using the following formula:
Hull UID = u
Range
[0, 248-1) = [0, 281474976710655)
Resolution
N/A
Unit group
None
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
NaN
u = 248-1 = 281474976710655

(117)

(118)

The Uptime is the number of seconds elapsed since the buoy has been turned on. The Uptime
can be calculated using the following formula:
(119)
Uptime = u ⋅ s
32
Range
[0, 2 -1) s = [0, 4294967295) s
Resolution
1s
Unit group
Duration
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
NaN
u = 232-1 = 4294967295
Remark
The Uptime has the same range as the Timestamp, about 136 years. Since the
Timestamp starts at 1-1-1970 and will reach its maximum value in the year
2136 this counter will not be able to reach its maximum value, thus no overflow
can occur.
The Energy used from batteries is the amount of energy used from the batteries. This is a
perpetual wrapping counter. The Energy used from batteries can be calculated using the
following formula:
Energy used from batteries = u ⋅ J

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
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32

[0, 2 -1) J = [0, 4294967295) J
1J
Energy
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 232-1 = 4294967295
For a DWR4 0.9 m with an expected average energy consumption of
350 mW the counter will wrap after about 389 years.
The counter is stored in the hatch of the buoy, so if the hatch is placed on a
different hull, the counter will hold the energy used from the battery of the
previous hull.

(120)

The Energy to boostcaps is the amount of energy received from the solar cells is stored in
the boostcaps. Like Energy used from batteries it is a perpetual wrapping counter. The
Energy to boostcaps can be calculated using the following formula:
Energy to boostcaps = u ⋅ J

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(121)

32

[0, 2 -1) J = [0, 4294967295) J
1J
Energy
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 4294967295 = 232-1
The resolution of the measurement inside the buoy is, at the moment, 36 J, so
the effective resolution of the encoding format will not be achieved. A future
version of the buoy might have a higher resolution, so do not depend on the
current effective resolution.

The Hatch electronics temperature is the temperature of the hatch cover electronics and
gives a rough estimation of the temperature inside the buoy hardware. The Hatch electronics
temperature can be calculated using the following formula:
Hatch electronics temperature =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(200 + u )

K

(122)

[200, 455) K
1K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b = 200
u = 255
This temperature is not the acceleration sensor’s temperature and can not be
used to determine the temperature of the acceleration sensor. When interested in
the temperature of the acceleration sensor use Tsensor instead.

The Battery voltage is the voltage of the batteries. The Battery voltage can be calculated
using the following formula:
u

Battery voltage =  6 +  ⋅ V
10



Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(123)

[6, 31.5) V
0.1 V
Voltage
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.1
· b=6
u = 255
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The Batteries per section is the number of batteries in a section in the buoy. Batteries per
section can be calculated using the following formula:
(124)
Batteries per section = u
Range
[0, 255)
Resolution
1
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
NaN
u = 255
The Number of battery sections is the number of battery sections in the buoy. The
Number of battery sections can be calculated using the following formula:
Number of battery sections = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(125)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255
The Number of battery sections will typically be between the 1 and 5. The
field is larger to avoid a padding nibble.

The Initial energy in a battery is the amount of energy in a single battery as installed in the
buoy. The Initial energy in a battery can be calculated using the following formula:
Initial energy in a battery = 36000 ⋅ u ⋅ J

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

[0, 255·36000) J = [0, 9180000) J
36000 J
Energy
Unsigned linear
· a = 36000
· b=0
u = 255

4.15.1 System message for the GPS-DWR4 (0xFC0)
This message contains the system message for the GPS-DWR4. The format of the system
message for the GPS-DWR4 is shown in Table 36.
Table 36.Format of the system message
for the GPS-DWR4.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000000]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
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(126)

Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
8
Firmware version number {7..0}
9
Firmware version number {15..8}
10
Firmware version number {23..16}
11
Firmware version number {31..24}
12
Firmware version number {39..32}
13
Firmware version number {47..40}
14
Firmware version number {55..48}
15
Firmware version number {63..56}
16
Firmware version number {71..64}
17
Firmware version number {79..72}
18
Hatch UID {47..40}
19
Hatch UID {39..32}
20
Hatch UID {31..24}
21
Hatch UID {23..16}
22
Hatch UID {15..8}
23
Hatch UID {7..0}
24
Hull UID {47..40}
25
Hull UID {39..32}
26
Hull UID {31..24}
27
Hull UID {23..16}
28
Hull UID {15..8}
29
Hull UID {7..0}
30
Uptime {31..24}
31
Uptime {23..16}
32
Uptime {15..8}
33
Uptime {7..0}
34
Energy used from batteries {31..24}
35
Energy used from batteries {23..16}
36
Energy used from batteries {15..8}
37
Energy used from batteries {7..0}
38
Energy to boostcaps {31..24}
39
Energy to boostcaps {23..16}
40
Energy to boostcaps {15..8}
41
Energy to boostcaps {7..0}
42
Hatch electronics temperature
43
Battery voltage
44
Batteries per section
45
Number of battery sections
46
Initial energy in a battery
47
GPS receiver model
48
GPS receiver firmware version {7..0}
49
GPS receiver firmware version {15..8}
50 GPS receiver firmware version {23..16}
51 GPS receiver firmware version {31..24}
52
Satellitemin {7..0}
53
Satelliteavg {7..0}
54
GPS SNRmin {7..0}
55
GPS SNRavg {7..0}
56
VDOPmax {7..0}
57
VDOPavg {7..0}
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Byte
58
59
60
61
62

HiNibble
LoNibble
Number of gap groups {7..0}
Number of gaps {15..8}
Number of gaps {7..0}
Number of unrepaired gaps {15..8}
Number of unrepaired gaps {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Firmware version number is explained in section 4.15.
The Hatch UID is explained in section 4.15.
The Hull UID is explained in section 4.15.
The Uptime is explained in section 4.15.
The Energy used from batteries is explained in section 4.15.
The Energy to boostcaps is explained in section 4.15.
The Hatch electronics temperature is explained in section 4.15.
The Battery voltage is explained in section 4.15.
The Batteries per section is explained in section 4.15.
The Number of battery sections is explained in section 4.15.
The Initial energy in a battery is explained in section 4.15.
The GPS receiver model is the index to a table of GPS receiver models Datawell uses. The
model of the receiver also helps to determine how to interpret the GPS receiver firmware
version. The models are:
Table 37. The GPS receiver model lookup table
Index Model
0
Novatel superstar 10 Hz type 1
1
Reserved for future usage
…
…
254
Reserved for future usage
255
NaN
The GPS receiver firmware version is the firmware version string used in the GPS
receiver. This number is model specific and stored as an ASCII string.
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The Satellitemin value is the minimum number of satellites 4 available during the last thirty
minutes, i.e. there were always more than this number in sight. The Satellitemin can be
calculated using the following formula:
u
Satellitemin =
4
Range
[0, 63.5]
Resolution
0.25
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.25
· b=0
NaN
u = 255
Remark
The range and resolution are the same as for Satelliteavg but the effective
resolution here will be 1.

(127)

The Satelliteavg value is the average number of satellites available during the last thirty
minutes. The Satelliteavg can be calculated using the following formula:
Satellite avg =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
4

(128)

[0, 63.5]
0.25
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.25
· b=0
u = 255

The GPS SNRmin is the minimum signal to noise ratio of the GPS signal during the last thirty
minutes. This is the value of the highest satellite during the last thirty minute period. This
satellite does not need to be the same satellite during the period. The GPS SNRmin can be
calculated using the following formula:
u dB
GPS SNR min =
4 Hz
Range
[0, 63.5] dB/Hz
Resolution
0.25 dB/Hz
Unit group
SNR
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.25
· b=0
NaN
u = 255

(129)

4

At the moment it only counts the number of GPS satellites available, but in the future it may also count
satellites of other satellite navigations systems.
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The GPS SNRavg is the average signal to noise ratio of the GPS signal during the last thirty
minutes. This is the value of the highest satellite during the last thirty minute period. This
satellite does not need to be the same satellite during the period. The GPS SNRavg can be
calculated using the following formula:
u dB
GPS SNR avg =
4 Hz
Range
[0, 63.5] dB/Hz
Resolution
0.25 dB/Hz
Unit group
SNR
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.25
· b=0
NaN
u = 255

(130)

The VDOPmax value is the maximum Vertical Dilution Of Precision during the last thirty
minutes. The VDOPmax can be calculated using the following formula:
VDOPmax = 0.05 ⋅ u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

[0, 12.8)
0.05
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.05
· b=0
u = 255
A positive value for the Longitude means the location lies east of the Prime
Meridian.
A negative value for the Longitude means location lies west of the Prime
Meridian.

The VDOPavg value is the average Vertical Dilution Of Precision during the last thirty minutes.
The VDOPavg can be calculated using the following formula:
VDOPavg = 0.05 ⋅ u
Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark
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(131)

[0, 12.8)
0.05
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a = 0.05
· b=0
u = 255
The remark, regarding the VDOPmax applies here as well.

(132)

The Number of gap groups is the number of gap groups. A gap group is one or more
samples not received. The group starts at the first missing sample and continues until a valid
sample is received. This value together with Number of gaps gives an indication of the
average gap length. The value is measured in GPS-receiver samples, not samples sent over the
HF link. The Number of gap groups can be calculated using the following formula:
Number of gap groups = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(133)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The Number of gaps is the number of missing GPS samples during the last thirty minutes.
The value is measured in GPS-receiver samples not samples send over the HF link. The
Number of gaps can be calculated using the following formula:
Number of gaps = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(134)

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65535
The GPS module samples at 2 Hz so the real maximum Number of gaps will
be 3600.

The Number of unrepaired gaps is the number of missing GPS samples that could not be
repaired during the last thirty minutes. The value is measured in GPS-receiver samples not
samples send over the HF link. The Number of unrepaired gaps can be calculated using the
following formula:
Number of unrepaired gaps = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(135)

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65535
The GPS module samples at 2 Hz so the real maximum Number of
unrepaired gaps will be 3600.

4.15.2 System message for the DWR4 (0xFC1)
This message contains the system message for the DWR4. The format of the system message
for the DWR4 is shown in Table 38.
Table 38.Format of the system message
for the DWR4.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000001]
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Byte
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
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HiNibble
LoNibble
Timestamp {31..24}
Timestamp {23..16}
Timestamp {15..8}
Timestamp {7..0}
Datastamp {15..8}
Datastamp {7..0}
Firmware version number {7..0}
Firmware version number {15..8}
Firmware version number {23..16}
Firmware version number {31..24}
Firmware version number {39..32}
Firmware version number {47..40}
Firmware version number {55..48}
Firmware version number {63..56}
Firmware version number {71..64}
Firmware version number {79..72}
Hatch UID {47..40}
Hatch UID {39..32}
Hatch UID {31..24}
Hatch UID {23..16}
Hatch UID {15..8}
Hatch UID {7..0}
Hull UID {47..40}
Hull UID {39..32}
Hull UID {31..24}
Hull UID {23..16}
Hull UID {15..8}
Hull UID {7..0}
Uptime {31..24}
Uptime {23..16}
Uptime {15..8}
Uptime {7..0}
Energy used from batteries {31..24}
Energy used from batteries {23..16}
Energy used from batteries {15..8}
Energy used from batteries {7..0}
Energy to boostcaps {31..24}
Energy to boostcaps {23..16}
Energy to boostcaps {15..8}
Energy to boostcaps {7..0}
Hatch electronics temperature
Battery voltage
Batteries per section
Number of battery sections
Initial energy in a battery
Ov {11..4}
Padding [0000]
Ov {3..0}
Cv {7..0}
Ox {11..4}
Ox {3..0}
Oy {11..8}

Byte
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

HiNibble

μo {3..0}
μi {3..0}
μH {3..0}

LoNibble
Oy {7..0}
Cx {7..0}
Cy {7..0}
μo {11..4}
σo {7..0}
μi {11..4}
σi {7..0}
μH {11..4}
σH {7..0}
Cpitch
Croll
Tsensor

σo {11..8}
σi {11..8}
σH {11..8}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Firmware version number is explained in section 4.15.
The Hatch UID is explained in section 4.15.
The Hull UID is explained in section 4.15.
The Uptime is explained in section 4.15.
The Energy used from batteries is explained in section 4.15.
The Energy to boostcaps is explained in section 4.15.
The Hatch electronics temperature is explained in section 4.15.
The Battery voltage is explained in section 4.15.
The Batteries per section is explained in section 4.15.
The Number of battery sections is explained in section 4.15.
The Initial energy in a battery is explained in section 4.15.
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The Ov is the vertical accelerometer offset. The Ov can be calculated using the following
formula:
m
i
Ov =
⋅ 2
800 s
Range
[-2047/800, 2047/800] m/s2 ≈ [-2.56, 2.56] m/s2
Resolution
1/800 m/s2 = 1.25·10-3 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 1/800 = 1.25·10-3
· b=0
NaN
i = -2048

(136)

The Cv is the number of times the output of the vertical accelerometer reached its maximum
value during the last thirty minutes. The Cv can be calculated using the following formula:
Cv = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(137)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The Ox is the x-axis’ accelerometer offset. The Ox can be calculated using the following
formula:
i
m
Ox =
⋅ 2
800 s
Range
[-2047/800, 2047/800] m/s2 ≈ [-2.56, 2.56] m/s2
Resolution
1/800 m/s2 = 1.25·10-3 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 1/800 = 1.25·10-3
· b=0
NaN
i = -2048
The Oy is the y-axis’ accelerometer offset. The Oy can be calculated using the following
formula:
i
m
Oy =
⋅ 2
800 s
Range
[-2047/800, 2047/800] m/s2 ≈ [-2.56, 2.56] m/s2
Resolution
1/800 m/s2 = 1.25·10-3 m/s2
Unit group
Acceleration
Coding
Signed linear
· a = 1/800 = 1.25·10-3
· b=0
NaN
i = -2048
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(138)

(139)

The Cx is the number of times the output of the x-axis accelerometer reached its maximum
value during the last thirty minutes. The Cx can be calculated using the following formula:
Cx = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(140)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The Cy is the number of times the output of the y-axis accelerometer reached its maximum
value during the last thirty minutes. The Cy can be calculated using the following formula:
Cy = u
Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(141)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The μo is the average orientation of the buoy during the last thirty minutes. The μo can be
calculated using the following formula:
µo

=

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

u
⋅ 2π ⋅ rad
4095

(142)

[0, 2π) rad
2π/4095 rad ≈ 1.534·10-3 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = 2π/4095 ≈ 1.534·10-3
· b=0
u = 255

The σo is the standard deviation of the orientation of the buoy during the last thirty minutes. The
σo can be calculated using the following formula:
u
π
⋅ ⋅ rad
σo =
(143)
4095

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

2

[0, π/2) rad
π/8190 rad ≈ 383.6·10-6 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = π/8190 ≈ 383.6·10-6
· b=0
u = 4095
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The μi is the average inclination of the earth magnetic field of the buoy during the last thirty
minutes. The μi can be calculated using the following formula:
µi

=

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

i
⋅ π ⋅ rad
4095

[-π/2, π/2] rad
π/4095 rad ≈ 0.767·10-3 rad
Direction
Signed linear
· a = π/4095 ≈ 0.767·10-3
· b=0
i = -2048

The σi is the standard deviation of the inclination of the earth magnetic field of the buoy during
the last thirty minutes. The σi can be calculated using the following formula:
u
π
⋅
⋅ rad
σi =
4095 16

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(144)

(145)

[0, π/16) rad
π/(16·4095) rad ≈ 47.95·10-6 rad
Direction
Unsigned linear
· a = π/(16·4095) rad ≈ 47.95·10-6
· b=0
u = 4095

The μH is the average length of the earth magnetic field vector during the last thirty minutes.
The μH can be calculated using the following formula:
µH =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

u
⋅ 128 ⋅ 10 − 6 ⋅ T
4095

(146)

[0, 128·10-6) T
(128·10-6)/4095 T ≈ 31.26·10-9 T
Magnetic flux density
Unsigned linear
· a = (128·10-6)/4095 ≈ 31.26·10-9
· b=0
u = 4095
At the moment the typical value is in the range of [22·10-6, 67·10-6] T.

The σH is the standard deviation of the length of the earth magnetic field vector during the last
thirty minutes. The σH can be calculated using the following formula:
σH =

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
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u
⋅ 256 ⋅ 10 − 9 ⋅ T
4095

[0, 256·10-9) T
(256·10-9/4095) T ≈ 62.52·10-12 T
Magnetic flux density
Unsigned linear
· a = (256·10-9/4095) T ≈ 62.52·10-12 T
· b=0
u = 4095

(147)

The Cpitch is the number of times the pitch angle reached its maximum value during the last
thirty minutes. The Cpitch can be calculated using the following formula:
C pitch = u
Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(148)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The Croll is the number of times the pitch angle reached its maximum value during the last thirty
minutes. The Croll can be calculated using the following formula:
C roll = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(149)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255

The Tsensor is the temperature of the acceleration sensor. The Tsensor can be calculated using the
following formula:
Tsensor

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

=

(200 + u )

K

(150)

[200, 455) K
1K
Temperature
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b = 200
u = 255

4.15.3 System message for the WR4 (0xFC2)
Reserved.

4.16 Battery life expectancy message (0xFC3)
The format for the battery life expectancy message is shown in Table 39.
Table 39. Format of the battery life expectancy message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000011]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Battery life expectancy
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The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Battery life expectancy is the estimated time until which the batteries are drained. The
Battery life expectancy can be calculated using the following formula:
Battery life expectancy

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

= 3600 ⋅ 24 ⋅ 7 ⋅ u ⋅ s
=
604800 ⋅ u ⋅ s

[0, 154224000) s = [0, 255) weeks
604800 s = 1 week
Duration
Unsigned linear
· a = 604800
· b=0
u = 255
This value does not take into account the energy delivered by the solar panels,
which are optionally installed on the buoy.
PLEASE NOTE: For the sake of consistency, the value of the battery life
expectancy is presented here in units of seconds (SI), whereas the only logical
unit is of course weeks, in which case the value requires no scaling.
Since the data used to determine the Battery life expectancy spans a long
period the Timestamp of the message is the Battery life expectancy at
moment of calculation.

4.17 CAT4 version information message
(0xFC4)
The CAT4 version information message contains the information of the hardware and software
used in the CAT4 module. The contents of the message are static for a buoy during its
deployment. The format for the CAT4 version information message is shown in Table 40.
Table 40. Format of the CAT4
version information message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
MsgID {11..8} [1111] CRC-4 checksum
1
MsgID {7..0} [11000100]
2
Timestamp {31..24}
3
Timestamp {23..16}
4
Timestamp {15..8}
5
Timestamp {7..0}
6
Datastamp {15..8}
7
Datastamp {7..0}
8
Instrument ID
9
Instrument serial number {15..8}
10
Instrument serial number {7..0}
11
CAT4 slave firmware version {15..8}
12
CAT4 slave firmware version {7..0}
13
CAT4 master firmware version {15..8}
14
CAT4 master firmware version {7..0}
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(151)

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Instrument ID is the Datawell ID for the instrument type. The Instrument ID can be
calculated using the following formula:
Instrument ID = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(152)

[0, 255)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 255
The value in this message will be 77, but that may change in the future.

The Instrument serial number is the Datawell serial number of the instrument. The
Instrument serial number can be calculated using the following formula:
Instrument serial number = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN
Remark

(153)

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65535
The combination of Instrument ID and Instrument serial number
uniquely identifies a piece of equipment.

The CAT4 slave firmware version is the firmware version used in the slave of the CAT4
module. The CAT4 slave firmware version can be calculated using the following formula:
CAT4 slave firmware version = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

NaN

(154)

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65535
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The CAT4 master firmware version is the firmware version used in the master of the
CAT4 module. The CAT4 master firmware version can be calculated using the following
formula:
CAT4 master firmware version = u

Range
Resolution
Unit group
Coding

(155)

[0, 65535)
1
Dimensionless
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
u = 65535

NaN

4.18 Buoy communication messages
These messages are used in bi-directional communication with the buoy. They are used to
configure the settings of the buoy or its communication options. For example, the messages are
used to change the transmission interval of the Iridium Short Burst Data communication option
on the DWR4. They are also used to query the current settings for this communication module.

4.18.1 Communication option message configuration
(0xFE1)
This message can be sent to the buoy to request the buoy to change its configuration settings. It
can also be sent by the buoy to transmit its current settings. (It sends them after receiving a
Communication option message configuration request (0xFE2) message.) The format for the
configuration configuration data message is shown in Table 41.

Byte
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 41. Format of the communication
option configuration data message.
HiNibble
LoNibble
MsgID {11..8} [1111]
CRC-4 checksum
MsgID {7..0} [11100001]
Timestamp {31..24}
Timestamp {23..16}
Timestamp {15..8}
Timestamp {7..0}
Datastamp {15..8}
Datastamp {7..0}
Padding [0000]
Configuration message ID {11..8}
Configuration message ID {7..0}
Interval
Offset

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 3.2.
The Datastamp is explained in section 3.2.
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Remark

If this message is transmitted from the shore to the buoy the datastamp shall
be 0x0000.

The Configuration message ID is the same as a MsgID, it is used to identify which
message’s configuration is handled. The valid value of this field is the same as these for the
MsgID as explained in section 3.1.2, however unknown and invalid values will be ignored.
Invalid values are for example this message, this message is meant to configurate
communication intervals for messages, not meant as data transmitted regulary by the buoy.
The Interval lookup table contains the transmission interval of a message. The possible values
are listed in Table 42, values not listed in the table are considered invalid and result in
undefined behaviour.
Table 42. Lookup values of the
Interval lookup table.
Value
Description
1
Transmit the message once every 24 hours.
2
12 hours
3
8 hours
4
6 hours
5
4 hours
6
3 hours
7
2 hours
8
Every 1.5 hours
9
Every hour
10
Every 30 minutes
11
20 minutes
12
10 minutes
13
5 minutes
63
Transmit the message every time new data is available
64
Never transmit the message
128 This value is special in that it does not modify the settings of the interval, instead it
directly transmits the available requested message. After the transmission the original
interval remains. Due to this behaviour this value can only be sent to the buoy, and
won’t be returned by the buoy.
255 NaN
The Offset is the offset in periods of thirty minutes. The Offset can be calculated using the
following formula:
(156)
Offset = u
Range
[0, 255)
Resolution
1
Unit group
Dimensionless
Coding
Unsigned linear
· a=1
· b=0
NaN
u = 255
Remark
This value in combination with the Interval specifies the message being
transmitted. The Interval specifies the frequency of transmittion and uses 0:00
UTC as base time. The Offset specifies the offset of this base time. For
example, when your local time is in timezone UTC+1 and you wish to receive
messages every two hours, starting at 0:00 local time. Then the Interval should
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be set to 7, a two hour interval and the Offset should be set to 2, and offset of
one hour.
When the settings are transmitted to the buoy, values in the range [48, 255) are
considered invalid and the configuration message will be ignored.

4.18.2 Communication option message configuration
request (0xFE2)
This is sent to the buoy as a request to get the configuration of a message for the communication
option. The buoy will reply with a Communication option message configuration (0xFE1)
message. The format for the configuration configuration request message is shown in Table 43.

Byte
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 43. Format of the communication
option configuration request message.
HiNibble
LoNibble
MsgID {11..8} [1111]
CRC-4 checksum
MsgID {7..0} [11100010]
Timestamp {31..24}
Timestamp {23..16}
Timestamp {15..8}
Timestamp {7..0}
Datastamp {15..8}
Datastamp {7..0}
Padding [0000]
Configuration message ID {11..8}
Configuration message ID {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 4.18.1.
The Datastamp is explained in section 4.18.1.
The Configuration message ID is explained in section 4.18.1.

4.18.3 Request logged message (0xFE3)
This message can be sent to the buoy to request the buoy to return a specific message from the
logger. How the communication will react to this message is beyond the scope of this
specification. It is intended that the requested message is returned, but the requested message
may not be available. The format of the reques logged message is shown in Table 44.
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Table 44. Format of the request logged message message.
Byte
HiNibble
LoNibble
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

MsgID {11..8} [1111]

CRC-4 checksum

MsgID {7..0} [11100011]
Timestamp {31..24}
Timestamp {23..16}
Timestamp {15..8}
Timestamp {7..0}
Datastamp {15..8}
Datastamp {7..0}

Padding [0000]
Request message ID {11..8}
Request message ID {7..0}
Request timestamp {31..24}
Request timestamp {23..16}
Request timestamp {15..8}
Request timestamp {7..0}

The MsgID is explained in section 3.1.2.
The CRC-4 checksum is explained in section 3.1.1.
The Timestamp is explained in section 4.18.1.
The Datastamp is explained in section 4.18.1.
The Request message ID is the same as a MsgID, it is used to identify which message is
requested. The valid value of this field is the same as these for the MsgID as explained in
section 3.1.2. It is unspecified how invalid values are handled.
The Request timestamp is like a Timestamp as explained in section 3.1.2. It is the
timestamp of which message to retrieve from the logger.
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